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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Recent advancements in friction stir welding (FSW) technology and pin (probe) tool 

design for aluminum have made FSW applications in aerospace and automotive structures quite 

attractive.  FSW has the potential for better fit, form and function when compared to fusion 

welding.  The aim of this research was to design, develop and fabricate a fixture to meet the 

requirement of a standard automotive impact test on an FSW bumper/crash-box assembly.  A 

fusion welded bumper/crash-box design was provided to Wichita State University (WSU) by the 

General Motors Corporation (GM).  For this case study, the bumper design was not changed, but 

the existing crash box was altered to satisfy two FSW assembly designs, incorporating unique 

lap and hybrid welds for the closeout area at each end of the bumper.  Both designs use a 

common butt weld along a nested interface between the crash box and the bumper.  The goal of 

this test fixture was to facilitate a dynamic vehicle test on FSW bumpers and compare the test 

results to that of fusion-welded bumpers.   

Functional use of FSW in bumper design was to be determined through this case study.  

Since the test fixture uses similar type welds as the bumper geometry, FSW was also 

incorporated into the test fixture design.  Several design constraints related to vehicle testing, 

FSW and the University Impact Laboratory were met.  Process simulation of dynamic forces on 

the bumper and test fixture welds, along with standard static analysis, were used for design 

verification.  Parameter bounding and test coupons of FSW in aluminum were used to determine 

parent and weld material properties as well as optimum weld parameters for manufacturing the 

test fixture.  Aluminum alloys 6063-T6, 6061-T6, 7050-T7451, concrete and structural fusion 

welded steel were selected for materials in the test fixture design.  A linear bearing rail system 

was used to facilitate the gravity-fed drop tower and dynamically fed sled test functions.    
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Friction Stir Welding History [1] 

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) technology and this method of welding were invented by 

Wayne Thomas and his colleagues at The Welding Institute (TWI) of Cambridge, England.  This 

technique was patented in December of 1991 and initial applications were for joining aluminum 

alloys [2, 3].   

In 1995 Lockheed Martin Corporation, the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), and the Boeing Company all began research and study on friction stir 

welding in the United States.  As a result, some of the first applications for FSW in the U.S. 

included welding aluminum-lithium alloy, Al 2195, for the space shuttle‟s external tank, the 

Delta II family of rockets, and the Delta IV heavy rockets.  Since 1995 other markets of 

application have included marine, oil and gas, transportation and research companies [4].  Other 

well known companies that have done extensive FSW research include Bombardier Aerospace, 

Embraer, Eclipse Aviation, Spirit AeroSystems and General Motors Corporation (GM).  In 

addition, research conducted by national labs, welding institutes, and universities including the 

National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR) at Wichita State University (WSU) has taken 

place. 

1.1.2 Vehicle Impact Testing History 

Vehicle Impact Testing Standards in the United States of America are controlled by the 

New Car Assessment Program (NCAP).  The Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act 

of 1972 (USA) sought to encourage car companies and consumers to make and buy safer 
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vehicles.  As a result the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) formed 

NCAP and began vehicle impact testing in 1979 [5].  Bumper standards at reduced or low test 

speeds were added by NCAP in 1982 as the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 

208 Part 581 [6].   

1.1.3 Wichita State University NIAR History [1] 

Extensive research into FSW has been done at the National Institute for Aviation 

Research at Wichita State University under sponsorship from aerospace and automotive 

companies.   

Friction Stir Welding research began with a feasibility study that focused on the 

aeronautical and manufacturing applications of FSW due to the high level of interest in FSW by 

aircraft companies with operations in Wichita [7].  This study concentrated on the aluminum 

2XXX and 7XXX series alloys, in particular 2024 and 7075 which are conventionally used in 

airframe construction [8].  Based on this feasibility study, and with the acceptance of state grants 

in October 2004, NIAR established the Advanced Joining Technology Laboratory (AJPL) for 

conducting research and development on FSW for aerospace applications.  With State and 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) funds, an MTS I-Stir™ friction stir welding machine 

was purchased and undergraduate and graduate students and full-time research staff were hired 

[9].  

With the recent purchase of a new six-axis ABB IRB Robot, and a six-axis Kawasaki Robot, 

NIAR is developing methodologies for producing FSW joints using equipment already present in 

most manufacturing companies [10, 11].   

Extensive research into vehicle biomechanics has been done at NIAR under sponsorship 

from aerospace and automotive companies [12].  As shown in Figure 1.1-1 the Dynamic Impact 
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Laboratory at NIAR began in the late 1980s and was established to provide the local airplane 

companies with an independent facility in which to meet FAA dynamic test requirements on 

aircraft and aircraft components.  Certification of landing gear has been performed in past years 

at the facility.  In 2005 this laboratory underwent a three million dollar renovation and obtained a 

state of the art MTS accelerator sled allowing certification of occupant safety and occupant 

systems to be tested, including seat belts, and aircraft and automotive seats.  The lab has 17 crash 

dummies including 95th and 50th percentile males, a Euro side-impact dummy (SID-2), and Hill 

family members for a 5th percentile female, six and three-year-olds, and CRABI 12-month-old.  

The servo-hydraulic controlled crash system allows sled speeds up to 81 km/h (50 mph) with up 

to 1,500 kg of mass and the ability to condition and analyze impulse signals.  High speed, high 

resolution cameras can capture simulations at 1000 frames per second [12, 13].  It is expected 

that the dual-function sled and drop tower fixture design described in this thesis will expand the 

Dynamic Impact laboratory‟s testing capabilities to include a wider variety of aircraft and 

automotive components.  

 

Figure 1.1-1 NIAR Impact Dynamics Laboratory [12] 
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1.2 Advantages of FSW [1] 

Friction Stir Welding has metallurgical, environmental and energy benefits when 

compared to traditional arc or fusion welding.  FSW is a solid-phase joining process for metals 

and plastics and does not require melting or filler material like fusion welding.  When optimum 

weld parameters are chosen mechanical properties, fracture toughness, fatigue properties and 

ductility all increase, while defect rates and distortion are lowered [14].  This allows for 

improved fit, form and function for an engineering design.   

FSW generates no harmful fumes, is quieter than other joining processes, and does not 

use gaseous flames.  Cleanup is easier because solvents and grinding are not needed, thus 

lowering health hazards and manufacturing costs.  Joining dissimilar alloys is also simplified 

[14]. 

The parameters of concern for a given workpiece material in FSW are as follows: (1) 

travel speed (feed rate), (2) plunge depth and/or forging load, (3) rotation (spindle) speed, (4) 

tool material, and (5) tool geometry [14]. 

1.3 Design Research Objective 

The objective of this study was to design a dual-function test fixture with the capability 

of performing a standard drop test, based on potential energy, as well as a dynamic impact test, 

based on kinetic energy.  By equating energy values it was hoped that a more complete picture of 

the actual impact conditions on the bumper geometry would be seen.  The aim of this 

bumper/crash-box case study would be to determine the functional use of friction stir welding in 

vehicles from the test results.  Please note that figures and tables throughout the body and 

appendices of this study are numbered sequentially, by the specific chapter and section that they 

support.  For example: Figure 2.3-1 of Appendix A contains data for Chapter 2, Section 2.3.   
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
2.1 Impact Test Standards and Types 

2.1.1 Vehicle Tests 

The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) Part 581 Bumper Test System 

establishes requirements for front and rear bumper tests on passenger vehicles in low-speed 

collisions.  Two test devices are described in this standard: a pendulum device and a barrier 

impact device.  The bumper is to demonstrate damage prevention to the vehicle surface.  The 

document also explains the necessary government forms and the frequency of reporting [15, 16].  

The main focus of this thesis research was to investigate vehicle impact systems as they relate to 

the design requirements for the dual-function sled/drop tower fixture.  Since the task here was 

not to test a complete vehicle, but only the bumper, the primary concern was regarding the 

vehicle mass and not the requirements in the published test document for the vehicle components 

such as headlights, doors, etc.  Another concern was for the impact system requirement.  Camera 

and instrumentation data in the form of high speed video, tri-axial load cells and accelerometer 

outputs is an expected requirement for all dynamic tests, regardless of the impact mechanism 

chosen [17]. 

2.1.2 Pendulum 

The FMVSS Part 581 pendulum device is a large steel frame that supports an adjustable 

height swinging mass made of AISI steel, as shown in Figure 2.1-1.  The mass includes one-third 

of the support arm weight and is made to be variable from 1200 lbs (544 kg) to 4500 lbs (2041 

kg).  The impact instrumentation requires load cells and a swing arm with a minimum arc radius 

of 11 feet (3353 mm).  The height of the impact plane must be adjustable between 15.5 in (393.7 
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mm) and 20.5 in (520.7 mm).  Impacts of 10 mph (16 kph) can be obtained when the pendulum 

is drawn back to a 45 degree angle [15, 16].  This leads to designs that should account for an 

impact force of up to 60 kips.  A vendor pendulum system is shown in Figure 2.1-2 and 2.1-3. 

 

Figure 2.1-1 FMVSS PART 581 Pendulum Mass [15] 

     

Figure 2.1-2 Figure 2.1-3  
BIA Pendulum [18]  

2.1.3 Barrier 

The FMVSS Part 581 barrier is a flat, vertical, unyielding surface and has the following 

characteristics:  (1) when approached on a horizontal surface, the barrier must be large enough to 

prohibit any of the vehicle components from passing beyond the barrier; (2) the barrier must not 
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restrict the vehicle from reacting at impact; (3) the barrier must not absorb any significant 

portion of the vehicles kinetic energy (KE = ½ mv2), and (4) the barrier should be able to 

withstand the impact of a vehicle traveling at 10 mph (16 kph) generating a 60 kip impact force 

[15, 16].   

Most barriers are made of steel-reinforced concrete.  The barrier can be offset to either 

side as shown in Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-6 or full frontal as seen in Figure 2.1-5.  Some vendors 

have added instrumentation behind the side and full frontal barriers as seen in Figures 2.1-6 and 

2.1-7.   

 

Figure 2.1-4 Offset Barrier in RCAR Document [17] 
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Figure 2.1-5 BIA Full Barrier [18] Figure 2.1-6 Offset Barriers [18] 

 

Figure 2.1-7 Peugeot 307 during RCAR Test [19]  

In some cases, vendors have used a full frontal barrier that resembles bumpers with a 

collapsing structure behind the barrier to simulate a two-vehicle impact with possible bumper 

over riding, as shown in Figures 2.1-8 and 2.1-9.  The mass of the barrier is limited to two times 

the vehicle test weight.  An example of barrier size as listed by one vendor is 1.5 m (59 in height) 

by 1.5 m (59 in depth) by 3 m (118 in width) [15-19].   
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Figure 2.1-8 Barrier Used to Simulate a Second Car Bumper [19]  

 

Figure 2.1-9 Nissan Sentra Test with Rigid Bumper Barrier [19]  
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2.1.4 Drop Tower 

Drop towers are used extensively in automotive applications for vehicle impact testing 

and component testing.  The drop tower concept is strait forward and appears, in principle, to be 

a simple and inexpensive method for obtaining valid dynamic impact data.  The process is to 

raise a platform, such as a horizontal plate, to a specified height in the air and then allow the 

plate to “free fall” vertically under the influence of gravity until it impacts the ground as shown 

in Figure 2.1-10.   

 

Figure 2.1-10 General Motors Drop Tower [20] 
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In practice, cables or hoisting hardware are needed to lift the platform, and pins or rails 

are needed to guide the free fall.  These must not interfere or cause drag on the platform as it free 

falls. The guides should also prevent rotating of the platform since geometries may not be 

symmetrical.  The ground medium needs to be prepared to simulate the desired impact structure. 

For vehicular crash impacts, the ground medium will need to be strengthened to exhibit correct 

impact energy reflection and not absorption.  The item to be tested, needs to be situated either on 

the ground or mounted on the free-falling platform between the platform and the ground.  Kinetic 

energy of the platform on the test specimen, at impact, results in a crush or deformation of the 

test specimen.  If the test specimen is anchored to the ground, the velocity of the platform 

decreases to zero during the crush on the specimen [20].  It would seem that for the ground-

mounted specimen, the impact reaction velocity and resulting deformation is primarily in one 

direction until zero velocity is reached.  For the platform-mounting specimen, potential energy 

forces a common velocity on each point in the specimen.  The velocity at each point in the 

specimen can decrease towards zero at different points in time.  When zero velocity is reached at 

individual points, a change of direction can occur, and the velocity can then increase toward the 

drop plate.  This second velocity direction is then brought to zero by the plate as it impacts the 

geometry like the floor-mounted specimen.  The double-impacted specimen-mounted drop plate 

was preferred by the customer for this drop tower test fixture design.   

Drop towers use potential energy from gravity to simulate impact situations.  Machine 

guide-rail heights vary significantly because they are defined by the velocity required at impact. 

This velocity is calculated from gravity‟s constant acceleration.  Two different drop tower 

heights are shown in Figures 2.1-11a and 2.1-11b.   
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Figure 2.1-11a - MPM Tower Configuration Figure 2.1-11b - Explosive Materials 
ASTM D3763 Puncture Test [21]  20 Foot Drop Height [21] 

 
2.2 Friction Stir Welding 

2.2.1 Process Concept [1] 

Friction Stir Welding is a solid-state process that joins material, such as aluminum, using 

a non-consumable rotating tool.  The rotating tool causes thermomechanical deformation to 

occur by heat, friction, and containment.  These operations shear together the material pieces to 

be joined.  The pin or probe (usually threaded) is plunged into the joining interface.  The pieces 

to be joined must be held rigidly in place, usually with clamps, and placed on a backing plate.  

Unlike a drill bit, which funnels the material up and out, the tool contains the material with a 

shoulder at the surface while the tool is axially spinning.  This increases the friction, causing heat 

generation and plastic deformation while keeping the material compacted in the weld zone.  Heat 
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generation changes the weld area grain size, but the recrystallized material can maintain higher 

properties than normal melting or annealed material [14].  A schematic representation of this 

process is provided in Figure 2.2-1.   

 

Figure 2.2-1 Illustration of the FSW Process [22] 

Once plunged into the material, the spinning tool can be translated along the joint line 

because of the heated state of the material occurring around the probe and under the shoulder.  

The rotation and translation of the tool serves to move material from the leading edge of the tool 

to the trailing edge of the tool where the material is forged and extruded into a joint.   As labeled 

in Figure 2.2-1, tool movement and rotation produces a unique material flow on each side of the 

joint line.  This unique flow is labeled the retreating side and the advancing side of the weld line.  

The advancing side is the side where the surface of the tool is rotating in the same direction as 

the direction of travel. The retreating side is the other side of the tool where the tool surface is 

traveling opposite the direction of travel. These two differing motions create asymmetry in the 

weld cross section when viewed normal to the line of travel [14]. 
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2.2.2 Friction Stir Welding Tools [1] 

The process of friction stir welding requires a non-consumable welding tool.  The basic 

friction stir welding tool consists of a shoulder and a probe, or pin.  The probe can be integral 

with the shoulder or inserted into the shoulder as a separate piece, possibly of a different 

material. The design of the tool probe and shoulder significantly affects the RPM and IPM 

speeds needed to produce acceptable welds.  The role of the shoulder in heat generation is 

greater in thin sheet material.  As the thickness becomes more like a plate, the probe size 

becomes larger causing its percentage of heat generation to increase [23].  A featureless pin tool 

is illustrated in Figure 2.2-2. 

 

Figure 2.2-2 Generic Pin Tool [24] 

Most often the probe or pin geometry exhibits a constant or tapered version of cylinders, 

cones, and polygon shapes such as triangles and quadrilaterals.  But tool development has also 

included many other shapes such as ovals, paddles, flat-sided probes, and helix shapes.  Usually 

threads and/or flutes are added to the pin geometry.  The goal of the pin design is to promote 

better material flow while avoiding the formation of defects and voids called wormholes.  Tool 

Shoulder 

Probe 
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material, structure and configuration are determined based on the weld quality desired, the 

specific workpiece material used, the rotational speed and the travel speed desired for the best 

and most productive welds.  Tools for FSW of aluminum alloys have been most commonly made 

from tool steel.  The tools used in this design study are made from MP159 and Maraging300 

steel which can be machined and are low cost [23].  The pin can be machined beneath the 

shoulder or can be added through a hole in the center of the shoulder.  The shoulder can be 

concave, convex, flat or a combination of these.  Convex shoulders push material away from the 

pin while concave shoulders trap material.  These shoulders allow for tilt angles to be employed 

when using FSW tools.  Shoulder features, such as scrolls, can also be added to change material 

flow.  A conventional probe, which is threaded and conical at the shoulder with a radius at the 

tip, is shown in Figure 2.2-3. 

 

Figure 2.2-3 Typical Weld Tool [25] 

2.2.3 Threaded Counter Flow Tool [1] 

One type of pin tool investigated in this thesis design study as well as other work 

connected to this program is called a CounterflowTM pin tool [26, 27].  This pin tool concept was 

created in the AJPL at NIAR and was originally used on lap welds.  The characteristic purpose of 

this concept is to produce higher strength mechanical properties in the weld area through 
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improved local mixing in the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) which forms along the 

length of the probe.  The threaded Counterflow™ tool, as used by Baratzadeh and Merry in prior 

work connected to this program, is shown in Figure 2.2-4 [28].  It consists of a concave shoulder 

and probe having threads and counter-flowing flutes.  The tool used in this design study and 

fabrication was also created in the AJPL at NIAR.  The tool was used on the butt welds of a 

FSW table built for another NIAR laboratory before being applied to the “A” frame butt welds 

used in this study‟s dual purpose test fixture design.  The tool and weld properties produced by 

the welding parameters chosen will be covered in Chapter 3.  This Counterflow™ concept tool, 

along with a combined butt weld/lap weld concept tool called a hybrid tool, was investigated for 

the case study specimen (bumper/crash-box) welds involved in this project.    

 

Figure 2.2-4 Schematic of CounterflowTM Pin Tool [28] 

2.2.4 Basic Types of FSW Joints [1] 

Several different weld joint configurations are possible in FSW, the most common ones 

being T-joints, lap joints, fillet joints, and butt joints.  These welds are currently employed as 

continuous welds in the aerospace, automotive, railway, maritime industries, and ship industries.  

Spot welds, which can be used as a substitute for riveting, are an example of a short 

discontinuous weld.  As standards and specifications are developed, it is expected that spot welds 

will gain wider use in all types of industry applications.  A schematic of the butt weld and lap 
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weld are shown in Figure 2.2-5.   FSW lap and butt joint concepts were used to develop the 

bumper/crash box welds to be tested in the case study and FSW butt joints were also 

incorporated into the design of the test fixture that would be used in testing the bumper designs.  

A brief overview of the bumper/crash box welds including the hybrid weld will be presented in 

the “Case Study Objective” section found in Chapter 3.  The following section describes the butt 

weld process and is included in this thesis in order to aid in understanding the design challenges 

encountered for the fabrication of the “A” frame.  For a more complete description of the lap and 

hybrid FSW processes, which were investigated in this automotive case study, but not discussed 

in this test fixture design, the reader is referred to prior and current work connected to this 

project [28] [29].  

 

Lap Weld      Butt Weld 
Figure 2.2-5 Types of FSW Joints [1] 

2.2.5 Butt Joints [1] 

A simple basic description for the setup for this welding method is that two sheets or 

plates of the same thickness are clamped snuggly next to each other on a backing plate along 

matched edges, as shown in Figure 2.2-6 [30].  Rigid fixturing is needed in order to keep the 

work pieces from spreading apart or lifting during welding.  The FSW tool, as described earlier, 

consists of a shoulder and pin.  The tool is rotated to a specific RPM and tilted a small amount 

from the surface normal vector.  While rotating, the pin is gradually plunged into the butt line 

between the work pieces until the shoulder is forced to contact the upper surface of the material.  

The pin is embedded in the joint until it is a short distance from, but not protruding completely 
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to, the backing plate. The importance and impact of the pin‟s distance from the backing plate for 

this study‟s fixture weld design is presented in Chapter 3.  At the end of the plunge, the lateral 

forces (X and Y) are large, and the clamping forces must be adequate to keep the plates in the 

butt configuration without separating.  

 

Figure 2.2-6 Butt Joint Sheets with Clamp on Backing Plate [30] 

At the beginning of the weld, the contact between the two plates and between the 

shoulder and the two plates must be maintained.  This can be accomplished by controlling the 

downward force of the pin on the material using machine feed-back, or by controlling the 

displacement of the pin using numerical control programming.  A short dwell time is applied 

after the plunge to allow for the growth of the thermal field.  This softens and preheats the 

material along the joint line.  While the tool is translated along the joint line, contact between the 

shoulder and the work piece continues until the weld path is completed.  The weld parameters 

used to control the weld quality are RPM, IPM, and downward axial force (forge) of the spindle 

required to move down the butt line; these are presented in Chapter 3.  At the end of the weld, 

the still-rotating tool is retracted perpendicular from the work piece surface.  As a result, an exit 

hole remains at the end of the weld.  A characteristic series of semi-circular patterns in the weld 
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track are also left by the shoulder, as illustrated in Figure 2.2-7.  The beginning and end of the 

weld line are not completely welded, most notably at the exit hole [30]. The semi-circular pattern 

is less visible in the extruded AA6000 series material chosen for this test fixture.  Presented in 

Chapter 3 are tooling practices that eliminated several exit holes in the fixture geometry as well 

as design considerations that were used to strengthen the geometry along the weld line.     

 

Figure 2.2-7 Force on Tool at Desired Travel Speed 
 Along Butt Line [30] 

 
Section 2.2.6 is a condensed overview, taken from a related project paper [1], and is 

meant to provide background for understanding the macro data presented in Chapter 3.   

2.2.6 Metallurgy of Friction Stir Welding [1] 

The heating process caused by friction stir welding does not raise the material above the 

solidus state; therefore, FSW is considered a solid-state process.  The FSW process can also be 

considered metal working, which includes both forging and extruding processes that are used to 

create manufactured goods wrought material [31].   

A cross-sectional profile of a butt joint, proposed by TWI, is shown in Figure 2.2-8.  

There are four distinct zones:  The black zone (furthest from the weld line) is shown outside an 

inverted trapezoid and represents material unaffected by the weld process (parent material).  The 

red zone (second furthest from the joint line) is called the heat-affected zone (HAZ).  HAZ 
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material undergoes a thermal cycle that has changed the microstructure.  For precipitant alloys, 

this is seen mostly by over-aging.  The yellow zone, a smaller trapezoid covering the weld line 

surfaces, is called the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ).  TMAZ material has been 

subjected to thermo-mechanical plastic strain but has not been recrystallized by FSW.  The white 

zone under the butt line represents the area that was occupied by the pin tool and is called the 

nugget or stir zone.  The nugget has been dynamically recrystallized and is surrounded by the 

TMAZ zone.  Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) in the nugget can be higher than the parent 

material but can also be brittle, lowering its bending failure strength.  These four zones were 

identified by TWI but their terminology is not uniformly used throughout the FSW community 

[14, 30]. 

 

Figure 2.2-8 Schematic of a Butt Joint Cross-Section showing Four Distinct Zones [30] 

Added to Figure 2.2-8 are deformed grains or swirl marks underneath the shoulder, 

identification of advancing and retreating sides, weld flash, and an onion ring pattern, all of 

which have been proposed by several other authors.  Pin tool designs, such as those without 

threads, may produce welds without the appearance of the onion ring pattern [30].  The weld 

flash and swirl marks shown in Figure 2.18 can severely affect fatigue performance.  Flash, 

which was minimal for many “A” frame fixture welds, was removed when present.   
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2.3 Aluminum Alloys [1] 

2.3.1 General Information (Characteristics and Classification) 

Aluminum is a non-ferrous metal alloy with very good corrosion resistance when 

compared to other metals.  This is attributed to the outer oxide layer formed by reactions with 

oxygen in the air.  With a specific gravity of 2.71 kN/m3 (ρ = 26.6 kN/m3 or 0.098 lb/in3) [32], 

these metal alloys are often lighter than comparable metals with similar properties such as 

copper, steel, and nickel.  Aluminum alloys are very machineable and workable.  Aluminum 

alloys have good thermal and electrical properties [33].   

Aluminum alloys are separated into two classes, heat-treatable and non-heat-treatable.  

The characteristics of aluminum alloys will vary greatly depending on how the aluminum is 

strengthened.  Strain hardening with the addition of non-precipitated elements, such as 

magnesium, describes the non-heat-treatable aluminum alloys.  A precipitation-hardened alloy is 

formed by the addition of specific elements to the aluminum, which are then subjected to high 

temperatures where second-phase particles are formed.  Although several elements will 

precipitate, the primary strengthening element will define the alloy type.  For automotive and 

aerospace applications, the main precipitants added to aluminum are copper, magnesium, silicon, 

and zinc.  Aluminum can be classified by using the International Alloy Designation System.  The 

system relies on four-digit numbers, identifying the major alloying element, which is followed 

by a heat treatment or temper designation [20, 34].  In this system, aluminum alloys are grouped 

by major alloying elements.  The Aluminum Association (AA) numbering system is designated 

by AAxxxx [35].  This dual-function test fixture used design material AA5xxx, AA6xxx, and 

AA7xxx series aluminum.  Table 2.3-1 shows the major alloying elements, and Table 2.3-2 

shows the chemical composition for each aluminum alloy used in this design study [35-39]. 

http://www.corrosionsource.com/technicallibrary/corrdoctors/Modules/MatSelect/corralloys.htm
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Table 2.3-1 Major Aluminum Alloying Elements [35] 

 

Table 2.3-2 Chemical Composition Limits for Aluminum Alloys [35-39] 

Alloy  Si  Fe  Cu  Mn  Mg Cr  Zn  Ti Other 
Each 

Other 
Total Aluminum 

5183 0.40 0.40 0.10 0.50-
1.00 

4.30-
5.20 

0.05-
0.25 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.15 Remainder 

6063 0.38-
0.48 0.25 0.05 0.10 0.45-

0.60 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.15 Remainder 

6061 0.40-
0.8 0.7 0.15-

0.40 0.15 0.8-
1.2 

0.04-
0.35 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.15 Remainder 

6082 0.95-
1.10 0.3 0.10 0.45-

0.65 
0.65-
0.80 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.15 Remainder 

7050* 0.12 0.15 2.0-
2.6 0.1 1.9-

2.6 0.04 5.7-
6.7 0.06 0.05 0.15 Remainder 

7075 0.40 0.50 1.2-
2.0 0.30 2.1-

2.9 
0.18-
0.28 

5.1-
6.1 0.20 0.05 0.15 Remainder 

* Zr = .08% – 0.15% Wt 

The AA5xxx series has magnesium added as the main constituent.  The material can be 

hardened by cold working and is only heated when annealing.  Annealing lowers the ultimate 

strength to “O” condition material.  Any second-phase particles that form are undesired since 

they do not strengthen the metal.  It has low thermo-conductivity and therefore is used in low 

temperature applications.  A welding rod for conventional tungsten inert gas (TIG) fusion welds 

is the application used in this design study for AA5xxx series aluminum [34, 40].   

The AA6xxx series aluminum has primary amounts of magnesium and silicon added.  

Overall, it is very good for machining and forming.  AA6xxx series aluminum has good surface 

finish, lower cost compared to other high-strength aluminum alloys, and is very easily welded in 
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all tempers.  Although AA6xxx series material has lower strength values than the AA2xxx and 

AA7xxx series, because of its welding and forming properties, it has been used extensively for 

light-weight extruded structures in buildings, tooling, and the transportation sectors [34].  

The AA7xxx series has primary amounts of magnesium and zinc added and can exceed 

the strength values of other aluminum alloy using precipitation hardening.  AA7xxx series has 

very good strength, fracture toughness, and corrosion resistance, but is not able to be fusion 

welded.  It has found extensive use in aerospace structures and has generated much interest and 

research in friction stir welding technologies [34].   

The heat treatment methods for all precipitant-hardened aluminum alloys involve 

multiple steps.  Solution heat treatment (SHT) is the first step and uses high heat to bring the 

material to a single-phase solid-solution.  This single-phase solid-solution is not stable, therefore 

the second step is to quench the solid solution to room temperature (T) using a medium such as 

glycol.  The material separates into a two-phase condition involving the aluminum matrix 

strengthened by precipitants from the primary element.  If the material precipitant forms at room 

temperature, then it is called natural aging.  If the precipitant forms at elevated temperatures, 

then it requires artificially aging or baking.  The following tempers are defined, in process order, 

to aid in reading the data presented for this design study thesis [34].   

 T3 = Solution heat treatment, cold working, natural aging 

 T4 = Solution heat treatment, natural aging 

 T6 = Solution heat treatment, artificially aging to peak strength 

 T7 = Solution Heat Treatment, artificially aging beyond peak strength 

Room temperature curves and properties researched for the finite element modeling (FEM) 

programs and stress calculations are shown in the remaining 2.3 sections and in the appendix.  
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Published data is fairly consistent for all aluminum alloy regarding Young‟s modulus and 

Poisson‟s ratio, so those values will be taken as 71 GPa (1.03e7 ksi) and 0.33 [41].  For AA5183 

TIG welding solder, the density is 2.66e3 kg /m3 (0.096 lbm /in3) [41], elongation is 20%, yield 

strength is 160 MPa (23.2 ksi), and tensile strength is 300 MPa (43.5ksi) [37, 42].   

2.3.2 Property Values for Aluminum Alloy 6063-T6 (AA6063-T6) 

American Society of Materials (ASM) published data shows a tensile strength of 207 

MPa (30 ksi) and a yield strength of 172 MPa (25 ksi) for extruded shapes of AA6063-T6 up to 

25 mm (1 in) thick.  Tensile coupons were tested and results are shown in Chapter 3.   ASM 

elongation was given as 8% for 3.18 mm (1/8 in) thick material and 10% for thicker material up 

to 25 mm (1 in) [43, 44].   Vendor material density for AA6063-T6 is 2.7e3 kg /m3 (0.097 lbm 

/in3), yield strength is 170 MPa (24.7 ksi), UTS is 205 MPa (29.8 ksi), and elongation is 8% [38].  

It is expected that 6063-T6 extrusion material will have a 28 MPa to 35 MPa (4 to 5 ksi)  knock 

down in UTS properties from the plate material seen in published curves of Figure 2.3-1a and 

2.3-1b, which are located in Appendix A [43, 44].   

2.3.3 Property Values for Aluminum Alloy 6061-T6 (AA6061-T6) 

ASM data shows a tensile strength of 262 MPa (38 ksi) and yield strength of 241 MPa 

(35 ksi) for extruded shapes of 6061_T6 up to 25 mm (1 in) thick.  ASM elongation was given as 

8% for material up to 6.35 mm (1/4 in) thick and 10% for material over 6.35 mm (1/4 in) thick 

[43, 44].  Density for AA6061 is 2.7e3 kg/m3 (0.098 lbm /in3) [35].   Published property curves 

are shown in Figures 2.3-2a and 2.3-2b, located in Appendix A [43].   

2.3.4 Property Values for Aluminum Alloy 6082-T6 (AA6082-T6) 

The test fixture contained AA6061-T6 gussets welded to AA6063-T6 square extrusion 

tubes.  In order to accomplish fixture simulations, it was beneficial to know properties for the 
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bumper test specimens.  The case study for which this test fixture is designed consists of 

AA6082-T6 bumpers welded to AA6063-T6 crash boxes.  Figure 2.3-3, taken from published 

literature, shows an engineering stress strain curve of parent material for 6061-T6 and 6082-T6.  

FSW curves from each base metal, as well as the combined FSW AA6082-T6 to 6061-T6 joint 

curve are shown [35].   Density for AA6082-T6 is 2.7e3 kg /m3 (0.098 lbm /in3).  Raw stock 

minimums are given for UTS and yield strength as 295 MPa (42.8 ksi) and 255 MPa (37 ksi), 

respectively, with elongation at 7% [38].   These UTS and yield values for 6082-T6 extruded 

material are expected to be a knock down from sheet material properties and are therefore lower 

than the base coupon material in Figure 2.3-3 [44, 45]. 

 

Figure 2.3-3 AA6082-AA6061 Base Material & FSW Curves, SI units [45] 

2.3.5 Property Values for Aluminum Alloy 7075-T6 (AA7075-T6) R I P T I O N 

Introduced by Alcoa in 1943, aluminum alloy AA7075 has chromium added to its‟ 

alloying elements.  As previously shown, in Table 2.3-2, 7075 is an alloy of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu and 

has one of the highest strength-to-weight ratios available in aluminum alloy.  With an “A-basis” 

(99%) yield strength of 62 to 69 ksi and an “A-basis” (99%) ultimate strength of 74 to 78 ksi, 

7075-T6 has been used for highly stressed parts.  Some structural plate component applications 
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in aerospace have included plate material up to four inches thick.  Alloy 7075 is also available in 

T73, T76 and T6 tempers [46, 47].  The density for AA7075 is 2.81e3 kg /m3 (0.101 lbm /in3) 

[41]. A grain (L) direction curve for AA7075-T73 is shown in Figures 2.3-4a and 2.3-4b, which 

are found in Appendix A [43]. 

2.3.6 Property Values for Aluminum Alloy 7050 (AA7050) 

Introduced by Alcoa in the early 1970s, AA7050 contains less chromium than AA7075, 

which allows it to be suited for three to six inch (76.2 to 152.4 mm) thick plate applications.  

AA7050 is less sensitive to quenching and can be produced with reduced microporocity, thus 

helping the thick plates retain their strength properties while resisting corrosion cracking.  Thick 

gauges of AA7050 are better in short traverse (ST) loadings.  Fuselage frames and bulkheads are 

some applications for this material.  It comes in T7451 and T7651 tempers.  T7451 temper has a 

yield strength of 60 ksi (414 MPa) and UTS tensile strength of 70 ksi (483 MPa).  Density for 

AA7050 is 2.83e3 kg /m3 (0.102 lbm /in3) [48].  In the absence of published database stress 

strain curves for 7050, the temperature curves for UTS and yield for AA7050-T7451 are shown 

in Figures 2.3-5a through 2.3-6b, which are found in Appendix A [43].   

2.4 Structural Steel 

2.4.1 General Information 

ASTM A36 is a low-carbon steel that is very common and easily available.  It is hot 

rolled (mild) and can be welded by most welding processes or bolted or riveted together.  It 

comes in sheets, angles, squares, C-channels, rounds, and tubes.  A rectangular box beam was 

used for the test fixture.  C-channels are sometimes used to make box-beam structural angles.  

ASTM A500 is a cold-formed, welded, and seamless low-carbon steel made in round, 
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rectangular, and square shapes.  The rail pins used in the test fixture were made from high carbon 

1566 steel which is case hardened [49].  

2.4.2 Property Values for A36 (A500) Structural Steel 

Density for carbon steels is equal to 7850 kg/m3 (0.284 lb/in3), as shown in the 

temperature curve of Figure 2.4-1a found in Appendix A.  The dotted line is room temperature.  

Poisson‟s ratio is reported to be 0.29 to 0.292 [41, 43, 50].  Figure 2.4-1b of Appendix A shows a 

published plot of Poisson‟s ratio in dynamic units, which is density divided by the speed of 

sound (.286 lbm/in3)/(386.22 in/sec) [43].  This is the unit used in FEM dynamic simulations.     

Although A36 structural steel was ordered, A500, which comes in four grades, was 

supplied.  The square and rectangular tubing properties can be higher than round tubing as shown 

in Table 2.4-1 [50].  The ASTM spec has a note of caution that these products “may not be 

suitable for those applications such as dynamically loaded elements in welded structure” [51].  

The material supplied had a designated heat treat number, therefore Grade D (which had similar 

table values to A36) was assumed.   

Table 2.4-1 A500 Composition [50]  
 

Grade UNS 

Composition  
(% by weight in heat) Minimum Strength Requirements 

C Mn P S Cu Tensile Yield 
(round) 

Yield 
(shaped) Elongation 

max 
% 

max 
% 

max  
% 

max 
% 

min  
% 

MPa 
(ksi) 

MPa 
(ksi) 

MPa 
(ksi) % 

A K03000 0.26 1.35 0.035 0.035 0.20 310 
 (45) 

230  
(33) 

270  
(39) 25 

B K03000 0.26 1.35 0.035 0.035 0.20 400  
(58) 

290  
(42) 

315  
(46) 23 

C K02705 0.23 1.35 0.035 0.035 0.20 425  
(62) 

315  
(46) 

345  
(50) 21 

D K03000 0.26 1.35 0.035 0.035 0.20 400  
(58) 

250  
(36) 

250  
(36) 23 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_numbering_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manganese
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulfur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper
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Based on factors such as vendor delivery, operating under temperatures with less notch 

sensitivity, and the cement impact medium, the A500 grade D was acceptable for pit structure in 

place of A36.  The stress strain curve for A500 was not found, so the curve for A36 was used, as 

shown in Figure 2.4-2, which is found in Appendix A [43, 50].   

2.4.3 Property Values for 1566 Steel 

Pins used for automotive shafts and for pillow block rails are made of 1566 steel.  

Chemical composition and mechanical properties of 1566 steel are found in Tables 2.4-2 and 

2.4-3, respectively.  Tensile strength can vary from 276 MPa to 1882 MPa (40 ksi to 273 ksi) 

based on heat treatment.  The 1566 steel has the highest percent of carbon for this steel family. 

 Table 2.4-2 Composition of High Carbon 1566 Steel [49] 

Composition 1566 1561 to 1524 1522 1513 
Element Weight % 

C 0.60–0.71 0.55–0.65 to 0.19–0.25 0.18–0.24 0.10–0.16 
Mn 0.85–1.15 0.75–1.05 to 1.35–1.65 1.10–1.40 1.10–1.40 
P 0.04 (max)  same for all 
S 0.05 (max)  same for all 

 
Table 2.4-3 Mechanical Properties of High Carbon 1566 Steel [49] 

Mechanical Properties Conditions 
T (°C) Treatment 

Density (×1000 kg/m3) 7.7-8.03 25  
Poisson's Ratio 0.27-0.30 25  
Elastic Modulus (GPa) 190-210 25  

 
The stress strain curve for 1566 steel (also G15660 or AISI 1566) was not readily 

available.  The 1522 compression curve of Figure 2.4-3, located in Appendix A, was found [43].  

The carbon found in AISI 1522 is at the bottom of this steel family and is about one-third the 

amount found in AISI 1566 [51].  Based on composition and application, the 1566 steel will be 

given a high UTS value of 1378 MPa (200 ksi) and treated as elastic with no plastic curve, even 

though the center of the pin under the case hardening might have some ductility after failure. 

http://www.efunda.com/materials/elements/element_info.cfm?Element_ID=C
http://www.efunda.com/materials/elements/element_info.cfm?Element_ID=Mn
http://www.efunda.com/materials/elements/element_info.cfm?Element_ID=P
http://www.efunda.com/materials/elements/element_info.cfm?Element_ID=S
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=190&mrn=7700#ConvInto
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=190&mrn=8030#ConvInto
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=55&mrn=25#ConvInto
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=55&mrn=25#ConvInto
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=319&mrn=190#ConvInto
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=319&mrn=210#ConvInto
http://www.efunda.com/units/convert_units.cfm?From=55&mrn=25#ConvInto
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2.5 Structural Concrete 

2.5.1 General Information (Description and Applications) 

Concrete is one of the world‟s most used construction material.  It is used in interfaces 

with the ground for vehicle and pedestrian travel such as highways, streets, parking lots, 

sidewalks, garages, bridges, and floors, and for building structures such as dams, retaining walls 

and sky scrapers, office buildings, and private homes.  Concrete is a mixture of cement and water 

with sand, gravel or crushed stone, or some other granular material to form a paste, which 

hardens over time as the cement chemically reacts with water (hydration).  The cement and water 

reacting paste adhesively binds the aggregates together.  Admixtures can be added to the 

concrete mix to help reduce water content, influence the rate of hydration, reduce shrinkage or 

eliminate expansion from alkali-silica reactions, and retard corrosion with steel reinforcement.  

Concrete can be sold premixed in a dry state before the addition of water [52].   

2.5.2 Strengthening Methods (Concrete and Rebar) 

The coarseness of the aggregate and the amount of water used influences the compressive 

and flexural strength, permeability, absorption, and shrinkage of concrete.  When concrete curing 

achieves a benchmark level of stiffness it is identified as beginning a “final set.”  The first seven 

days starting with this final set is called the “early age.”  During this time, cracking can occur 

due to chemical shrinkage, drying shrinkage, swelling and temperature changes.  Since the 

tensile strength value is usually considered to be only 10% of the compressive strength value this 

cracking during curing (a tensile failure) can be avoided if the volume changes can be controlled.  

Concrete can be strengthened by additives, which control the chemical reactions associated with 

the drying process, and also by adding steel forms called rebar [52].  
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2.5.3 Property Values (Concrete and Rebar) 

Steel reinforcement can come in the form of bars, welded wire fabric or individual wires.  

Deformed bars (Figure 2.5-1) have protrusions to prevent slipping in the concrete.   

 

Figure 2.5-1 Deformed Reinforcing Bars with Protrusions  
(Shown in Textbook, Courtesy of Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute) [53] 

Table 2.5-1 in Appendix B shows standard ASTM gage sizes from 3/8 to 2 ¼ in for rebar 

in the United States.  Numbers 3 to 8 stand for the size in 1/8 in intervals.  In 1996, the ASTM 

standards included “soft” conversions for metric bars, as shown in Table 2.5-2, found in 

Appendix B.  The 2001 ASTM standard for reinforcing steel bar in the US identifies bars by 

grade.  “Grade” refers to the minimum specified yield stress, in ksi, for “inch-pound” 

reinforcement and in MPa for SI unit reinforcement, as shown in Table 2.5-3 [53].  For many 

years grade 40 was the most economical and readily available grade and therefore is commonly 

used, even though today it is supplied only in bar sizes #3 to #6.  Grade 60 has become more 

economical and is the most often used grade since 2006.  Figures 2.5-2a and 2.5-2b show 

comparison stress-strain curves for grades 40 and 60 in tension.   
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Table 2.5-3 Standard Reinforcing Bar Grades and Strength [53] 

 

 

Figure 2.5-2 Stress Strain Curves for Reinforcing Steel Bar in Tension [53] 

Welded wire fabric (WWF) can be used where space does not permit bar geometry, such 

as slabs, shells, and beams made of concrete.  WWF comes in smooth or deformed conditions, 

and is cold drawn and resistance welded (solid joining, but not FSW) into a designed mesh 

pattern.  It is numbered by a cross-sectional area (hundredths of an inch squared) from 1.5 to 31, 
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as shown in Table 2.5-4 of Appendix B [53].  Figure 2.5-3 shows stress-strain curves for steel 

reinforcement fabric wire (WWF).   

 

Figure 2.5-3 Stress Strain Curves for WWF [53] 

Steel wire can also be bundled together, as shown in Figure 2.5-4, and pre-stressed into 

strands that have stress values of 150,000 psi (1030 MPa). 

 

Figure 2.5-4 Strand of 7 Wires as Used in Pre-stressed Concrete [53] 

The modulus of elasticity for all steel wire is taken as 29E+6 psi (2E+5 MPa) except pre-

stressed wire which is lower at 27E+6 psi (1.86E+5 MPa).  Concrete can be poured into a form 

that can be removed after curing.  Since concrete forms a bond with steel as it cures, the test 

fixture used an outer casing of steel.  The rebar can be tied together, placed inside of, and 

attached to an outer steel form, into which the concrete is poured [53].   
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2.5.4 Reinforcement Analysis Properties 

Concrete “specified compressive strength” (f’c) is determined as the compressive strength 

achieved from a 28-day cure.  In the US, f’c is based on ACI Standard 214 as a 6 in diameter by 

12 in deep cylindrical column.  Because of wide variations in test cylinder data, mixes are made 

so as to achieve an average compressive strength greater than f’c [53].  The South Dakota School 

of Mines, another Center for Friction Stir Processing (CFSP) member school, was consulted for 

help in defining the rebar design [54].  The axial compressive force analysis and the traverse 

shear load analysis are two methods that are normally used to verify concrete design strength.  

An impact simulation was used to verify the stress load on the concrete for this study.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

FIXTURE DESIGN STUDY OBJECTIVE, CONSTRAINTS, AND CONCEPTS 
 
 
3.1 Fixture Design Objectives   

3.1.1 GM Bumper Case Study Objective 

The overall objective of the GM bumper case study was to design, simulate, and fabricate 

a friction stir welding operation in comparison with the traditional method of fusion welding on a 

car‟s crash box and bumper assembly.  Friction stir welds were to be performed at predefined 

locations on the curved bumpers.  Finite element method analysis would be performed on the 

friction stir welded bumpers using dynamic response software.  Impact tests would be conducted 

for friction-stir-welded and fusion-welded curved bumpers.  Low-speed impact tests would be 

conducted at 5, 10, 15 and 20 kph. Friction stir welding would be required to perform 

“equivalent or better than fusion welding.”  Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 show photos of the GM 

fusion-welded assemblies that were delivered to NIAR at WSU. 

   

Figure 3.1-1             Figure 3.1-2 (end) 
 

Fusion-Welded Bumpers 
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Originally four crash box designs were developed to incorporate FSW into the assembly 

as variants based on the crash boxes delivered, as shown in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2.  Two 

designs used unaltered bumper geometry, and two designs used flattened bumper interfaces to 

make friction stir welding easier at each end.  One reason for having two different crash-box 

designs was to incorporate the optimum one of three possible butt-weld configurations from 

three pin tools, each with different flow patterns.  Another reason for having two different crash-

box designs was to compare a lap weld joint configuration using a designed tool with a hybrid 

joint configuration using a second designed tool, at the ends of the bumper.  To reduce cost to the 

study and to eliminate any rework on the bumpers, it was decided that only the unaltered bumper 

design would be considered in this study.  One generic crash-box extrusion was then designed 

from which the geometry for each weld configuration could be numerical controlled (N/C) 

machined.  Weld configurations for butt, lap, and hybrid welds are shown in the plate and tool 

schematics of Figures 3.1-3 [55].   

 

Figure 3.1-3 Weld Configurations [55] 
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The fusion-welded GM crash box and the generic extrusion for friction stir welding are 

shown in Figure 3.1-4 [55].  The green, red, and blue ovals are areas that were changed to 

accommodate friction stir welding.  The generic extrusion altered the current GM design by 

extending the flange (green), making a constant thickness for the radius surface (red), and 

increasing the size of the triangular bulb at the edge of part (blue).  This also resulted in a less 

intricate featured extrusion.   

 

Figure 3.1-4 Generic and GM Crash Box [55] 

The two crash box weld designs are shown in Figures 3.1-5 and 3.1-6.  The red ovals 

highlight the common butt weld and specific lap and hybrid welds [55].  In Figure 3.1-5, all of 

the triangular bulb width is machined from the generic extrusion to match only the inside of the 

unaltered bumper contour.  In Figure 3.1-6, only the inner half of the triangular bulb is machined 

to match the inside surface of the unaltered bumper.  The outer half of the triangular bulb is 

machined to match the outside surface of the unaltered bumper.  This creates a step for the 

bumper end to nest against, placing the seam for the butt weld on top with the lap weld contour 

under and off to one side.  The weld pin (probe) would be long enough to extend through the butt 

joint and into the lower lap joint.   

Generic Extrusion GM Extrusion
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Figure 3.1-5 Contoured Lap Weld Assembly [55] 

 

 

Figure 3.1-6 Contoured Hybrid Weld Assembly [55] 
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3.1.2 Fixture Design Study Objective  

The objective of this study was to design a dual-function test fixture which would have 

the capability of performing a standard drop test, based on potential energy, as well as a dynamic 

impact test, based on kinetic energy.  By equating energy values it would be hoped that a more 

complete picture of the actual impact conditions on bumper geometry would be seen.  The aim of 

this bumper/crash box case study was to determine the functional use of friction stir welding in 

vehicles from the test results.  This tool provides a system that will support the testing of the 

FSW bumper crash box assemblies at low-speed impact requirements for the automotive 

industry.  The federal requirements for low-speed bumper impacts are found in FMVSS 208 Part 

581, which discusses pendulum and barrier device impact tooling, as presented in Chapter 2 [15-

16].   

3.2 Fixture Design Constraints 

The concerns of the Impact Lab at NIAR, the sled design, the tools available to the 

Advanced Joining and Processing Laboratory at NIAR, as well as the customer requirements and 

expectations presented a challenging set of design constraints for the directive given in this 

section.  At the end of this section, a summary will be presented listing all the constraints 

considered.   

3.2.1 GM Constraints 

The functional directive was to design a drop tower fixture to impact test the given FSW 

GM bumper/crash box assembly at speeds of 5, 10, 15, and 20 kph (3.1, 6.2, 9.3, and 12.4 mph, 

respectively) for a vehicle mass of 1368 kg (3013 lbm).  The customer also preferred that the test 

specimens be mounted to the drop plate of the drop tower rather than to the floor, in order to 

more closely simulate the double hit or rebound affect of the actual car crash as discussed in 
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Chapter 2.  Since energy absorption in the bumper/crash box assembly would be the customer‟s 

measure of interest, it was also requested by NIAR that this test fixture be adaptable for use on 

the Wichita State University impact sled for each of the mentioned low-speed targets.   

3.2.2 Drop Tower and Impact Test Constraints 

The GM test speed constraint of 20 kph was higher than the Part 581 max condition of 16 

kph.  But the target vehicle mass for this test fell below the maximum weight for a low impact 

test at 1368 kg.  Part 581 allows for barrier impact tests with less weight and higher speeds [15, 

16].  This flexibility was beneficial to the design in order to meet the dual-function constraints of 

the drop tower and impact sled.   

For the impact sled test, the fixture was designed to the kinetic energy equation for 

impulse dynamics, and the drop tower was designed to the potential energy equation, activated 

by earth‟s gravity.  The barrier impact method allows for a kinetic energy signature from the 

impact sled, which can be compared with the drop tower results and avoid duplicating the 

potential energy condition as the pendulum fixture would do.   

The constraints of the drop tower height were calculated.  From the first law of 

thermodynamics, the energy equation, it is known that kinetic energy (KE) can be defined as 

one-half the mass times the velocity squared.  We also know that potential energy (PE) traveling 

toward the center of the earth‟s mass can be defined as mass times the acceleration of earth‟s 

gravity times the height away from the impact surface.  Equating kinetic energy to potential 

energy gives us equation (3). 

 KE = ½ mv2 (1) 

 PE = mgh (2) 

 mgh = ½ mv2 (3) 
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The mass cancels out.  With gravity at 9.81 m/s and velocity at 5, 10, 15, and 20 kph 

equation (3) can be solved for each minimum height constraint, assuming no friction is present.  

Calculations for minimum drop-tower heights needed for the required test speeds are as follows: 

  mgh = ½ mv2 

 h = v2/2g 

For example: 10 kph impact speed 

 v = (10 kph)/3.6 ks/hr = 2.78 m/s 

 h = (2.78*2.78) m2/s2/(2*9.81) m/s2 = 0.394 m 

Similarly, 

 v = 5 kph   → h = 0.098 m 

 v = 15 kph → h = 0.886 m 

 v = 20 kph → h = 1.573 m 

3.2.3 WSU and Impact Facility Constraints 

The impact medium for the drop tower was defined as the reinforced concrete slab used 

with a landing gear tower that was previously located in the impact lab.  Another constraint was 

the 112 in height limit to the hoisting fixture that was initially available to raise the drop tower 

mass.  Another design constraint was that the drop tower design was to be loaded onto the sled.  

The dynamics of the process would function like a drop tower system confined to the sled 

platform.  The momentum of the sled would ram an impact mass, preferably concrete, into the 

bumper, which remained on the drop tower guide rails.  These constraints put restrictions on the 

weight, height, and width of the drop tower structure, the impact mass, and rebound structure, 

which also needed to be placed on the sled.  Another constraint was the speed range of the sled 

(20 to 80 kph) making the fastest test speed of the drop tower equal to the slowest test speed of 
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the sled.  Part 581 allows for a trade-off between vehicle test weight and vehicle velocity, 

provided the target energy can be equated and stays below the 30-ton requirement of the test 

barrier.  Table 3.2-1 shows a vendor scale of speed and weight combinations for which its sled is 

approved to perform [16].   

Table 3.2-1 Sled Test Speeds [16] 

 

Considering errors are round off, it can be seen that four of the five energy signatures 

(KE) calculated from the table values are equivalent at 51.022-52.160 kNm (kilojoules).  Since 

velocity is a squared function, which increases exponentially while the mass decreases linearly, it 

was assumed that the 36 kph was lowered to 32 kph based on a limit designed into the vendor‟s 

machine.  The sled mass restriction and the minimum sled speed required that the impact 

energies, PE and KE, be equated and solved for differing masses and velocities.  The drop tower 

PE calculation equates to the sled KE calculation for a velocity of 20 km/hr (5.555 m/s), the car 

mass of 1,368 kg, and the drop height of 1.573 m (considering round-off error):   

 PE = mgh = (1368 kg) (9.81 m/s2) (1.573 m) =  21.110 kNm 

 KE = ½ mv2 = ½ (1368 kg) (5.555 m/s)2 = 21.107 kNm  

By the same method energy for speeds of 5, 10, and 15 kph yielded the following values: 

 15 km/hr = 11.890 kNm 

 10 km/hr = 5.287 kNm 

 5 km/hr = 1.315 kNm  
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This calculated energy was also verified with dynamic simulation.  Using a velocity in 

the sled range and the target energy value, an appropriate mass can be solved or a target mass 

can be selected, and using each energy value, the four speeds that can be used on the sled cab can 

be solved.  A plot of velocity versus mass, including all target energies, is shown in Figure 3.2-1.  

These calculations show that the mass and velocity constraints for the 5 km/hr, 1368 kg vehicle 

equivalency test requires a maximum sled mass of 84 kg and a minimum sled speed of 20 km/hr.  

At the other speeds, a common vehicle weight such as 340 kg is capable of obtaining the 

velocities within the sled‟s range that will meet the three remaining target energies (Table 3.2-2).  

This also means that a mounting plate that can change mass must be designed.  The easiest way 

to do this is with modular tooling. 
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Figure 3.2-1 Velocity versus Mass Plot 
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Table 3.2-2 Maximum and Minimum Sled Mass and Velocity Options 

Sled Modular 
Mass (kg) 

Sled Velocity 
(5 km/hr  

Vehicle Test) 

Sled Velocity 
(10 km/hr  

Vehicle Test) 

Sled Velocity 
(15 km/hr  

Vehicle Test) 

Sled Velocity 
(20 km/hr  

Vehicle Test) 
84 20 40 60 80 

340 ---- 20 30 40 
 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the university impact sled is designed for occupant safety 

impact analysis using a complete family of certified crash dummies.  The sled is controlled by a 

servo-hydraulic ram and a set of plates that can change the mass of the sled.  The ram propels the 

sled on two flat rails, one on either side of the sled.  The sled spans over a pit in between the 

rails, as shown in Figure 1.1-2 and 3.2-2.  The system can control and record input and output 

data to show impact signatures in G forces, accelerations, and velocities during the test.  It 

should be noted that the pit rail system is designed for sled brakes and not for wheel or roller 

interfaces.  Damage or functional degradation to the braking system was a concern for the Impact 

Dynamics Laboratory personnel, thus putting constraints on the sled design.  The speed 

adjustment plates and output sensors located on the sled along with concerns regarding fixture 

movement during operation also put constraints on the test fixture geometry.    

 

Figure 3.2-2 NIAR Impact Dynamics Lab [13]  
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3.2.4 Constraint Summary 

Summaries of the constraints for the drop tower and impact sled designs are listed in 

Tables 3.2-3 and 3.2-4. 

Table 3.2-3 Drop Tower Design Constraints 

Drop Tower Design Constraints 
At least 1.573 m (62 in) travel for 20 km/hr drop (vertical and frictionless) 
Hoist fixture with maximum internal height of 2.85 meter (112 in) - lifting pulleys  
Total car mass of 1,368 kg for the drop tower 
Bumper attachment to the drop mass system 
Reinforced concrete for the impact medium 
Safe and repeatable release mechanism  
Tower that fits into reinforced floor area of Impact Dynamics Laboratory 
Required safety test shield device 

 
Table 3.2-4 Impact Sled Design Constraints 

Impact Sled Design Constraints 
Sled maximum payload is 1090 kg (2400 lb-mass) 
Sled velocity range is 20 to 80 km/hr 
Impact mass must withstand a 30 ton impulse load and fit on 
sled 
Impact mass must overhang sled sides since bumper is wider 
than sled 
Fixture frame must fit within and bolt to sled base hole 
pattern with a bumper that is wider than sled base 
Rebound absorption structure must fit onto sled 

 
 

3.3 Design Approach 

3.3.1 Initial Drop Tower Design Approach 

This section is included to show that, while the first iteration in the process was not used, 

it was important for development of constraint solutions that were carried over to the final 

design.   

The initial design approach concentrated on designing the drop tower first and then 

modifying its design to accommodate the sled constraints.  The drop tower structure was 
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rectangular 2.438 m (8 ft) high, 1.12 m (44 in) wide, and 0.754 m (29.67 in) deep and had a steel 

rectangular box beam foot structure that outlined the bumper and car mass mounting structure at 

the floor interface, as shown in Figure 3.3-1.   

 

Figure 3.3-1 Initial Drop Tower Fixture 

The mass would be guided by roller-bearing pillow blocks on automotive transmission 

shafts, similar to shafts used on the MTS friction stir welding machine in the NIAR lab.  Four 

bearing shafts were chosen to compensate for the different loading paths (beam support on the 
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sled and buckling support in the tower).  The vehicle mass started as gym weights loaded on pins 

in a containment box and evolved into flat sheets of steel to save space for a 1.6 m drop and a 

230 mm high release-and-hoist mechanism.  The Impact Dynamic Laboratory reinforced-

concrete floor satisfied impact medium requirements.  Figure 3.3-2 shows the steel (brown and 

tan) and aluminum (silver and purple) structure made of box beam and plate to support the rails.  

The drop tower had a support structure at the top, which could be used in the sled condition to 

accommodate the rebound.   

 

Figure 3.3-2 Initial Fixture on Impact Sled Base 

The mass was adjustable from 84 kg (185 lbm), including the engineering and load cells, 

to 340 kg (750 lbm) by two plates that inserted on the top and bottom of an I-beam in a modular 

system.  Figures 3.3-3 to 3.3-5 show the process for this system on the sled.  Even though an 

FEM stress analysis of the welded steel frame or a gusseted aluminum frame was structurally 

acceptable, the weight required to make concrete the common impact medium and the lack of 

any design space and weight to make any more side support structure caused this design to be 

less than satisfactory in fit, form, and function.   
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The hydraulic ram, from the wall unit, has stationary contact with the sled.  Mass on the 

rails is placed a specified distance from the impact plate as needed to obtain target speed.     

  

Figure 3.3-3 Sled and Ram in Contact and at Rest 

The ram moves the sled to the right while the mass, riding on the bearing tracks, remains 

stationary.  When the base plate reaches target speed it will impact the mass.   

  

Figure 3.3-4 Sled Moving while Mass is at Rest 

The sled breaks are applied and the mass moves to the right, simulating an impact rebound.  The 

frame support has dense foam or rubber to absorb the energy. 

 

Figure 3.3-5 Sled Breaks while Mass Moves into Support Stop 

3.3.2 Sled Design Approach  

After consultation with the Impact Dynamics Laboratory, the constraints of building a 

structure around the sled rather than on the drop tower became more desirable.  The fixture could 
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now be a catalyst for the dynamic process without containment or weight restrictions, while the 

sled became a transfer agent for the ram thrust.  Table 3.3-1 shows a set of revised constraints 

with solutions.  The advantages designing the sled then adapting it to the tower are listed in 

Table 3.3-2. 

Table 3.3-1 Revised Impact Lab Constraints 

CONSTRAINT SOLUTION 
Sled velocity range of 20 to 80 km/hr. Adjust bumper mount mass to speeds needed. 
Impact mass to withstand 30-ton impulse load. Use drop tower vehicle mass for impact wall. 

No bolting to impact lab floor.  Use “A” frame for stability. 

No moment on rails of test fixture at impact. 
Hold pusher between ram and sled so that pusher, 
bumper, and sled separate and move independently after 
ram stroke is complete. 

No shop concerns about running on rails used for 
sled braking. 

Allow sled to run underneath impact mass to avoid any 
mishaps or damage to apparatus. 

Bumper longer than pit gap. Run bumper through “A” frames above pit. 

Pieces contained from flying around. 

Attach pusher by spring loaded hinge or pin it between 
ram and sled.  Pusher drops into pit as sled travels under 
concrete.  Chicken wire or net can be used to catch 
pusher if needed. 

Hoist for impact lab limited to 2 tons. Make multiple pit details and major assemblies < 2 tons. 
Hydraulic ram restricted to 1.524 m stroke  
(5 ft). 

Maintain system length at 2.438 meters (8 feet), which 
allows 3 feet for pusher to drop. 

 
 

Table 3.3-2 Advantages of Dynamic sled Design Concept 

ADVANTAGES OF DYNAMIC SLED DESIGN CONCEPT 
Eliminates weight restriction for impact wall. 
Utilizes steel beam- and rebar-supported concrete for common impact surfaces. 
Aluminum “A” frame supports rail tracks around sled without weight restrictions. 
Aluminum “A” frames and cross members provide more side support in both configurations.  
Aluminum “A” frame fabrication can incorporate friction stir welding. 
Rail track system is same for both dynamic sled and drop tower. 
Egg-crate mount for engineering meets mass requirement for 5 km/hr test. 
Pusher system design protects sled and guards against operation damage.  
Sled system is more natural to real-life crashes.   
System is more like current sled use without potential operation damage.     
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The original concept with the mass details and sled are shown in Figure 3.3-6. 

   

Figure 3.3-6 “A” Frame Concept, (Sled Design)  

The adaptation of the sled frame to a drop tower configuration using the pit impact mass as the 

vehicle car mass is shown in Figure 3.3-7.  

 

Figure 3.3-7 “A” Frame Concept, (Drop Tower Design) 
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3.3.3 Sled Process Operation 

The sled process operation is outlined in Figure 3.3-8. 

 

Figure 3.3-8 Sled Process Operation (Near Side Rail and Support Omitted for Clarity) 
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3.4 Fixture Design Material Selection 

3.4.1 Weight and Strength Decisions 

This section discusses the reasons for basic material selection and detail definition which 

were made early on in the design process.  In some cases, the specific alloy temper or condition 

was made later on, based on availability or cost as the design process unfolded.  Those specifics 

are discussed in Section 3.5 for each individual assembly or detail.  The general philosophy for 

design tolerance (fit), shape (form), and purpose (function) was to do the following:  (1) define 

and build the design for the process around the bumper/crash box location, (2) use only a few 

geometry shapes, and (3) use considerable symmetry about the centerline of the design and 

dynamic process.  The General Motors bumper was symmetrical in definition about a centerline 

(side to side), which helps the symmetry design approach avoid unbalanced torque or moments 

on the fixture during use.  Figure 3.4-1 shows the end view of the “A” frame and bumper 

mounting assemblies.   

 

Figure 3.4-1 Frame, and Bumper Mounting Assemblies 
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These two Assemblies were common to both the sled and the drop tower designs.  The 

bumper mount needed to be strong, with some rigidity, to withstand the dynamic impacts and 

allow the bumper to crush without deforming or damaging the structure.  Although dense 

material, such as steel, may have been preferable for drop tower use by allowing more space for 

drop heights and lifting hooks, it could not fulfill the low-mass requirements defined by the sled-

speed constraints.  To balance the opposing constraints, AA7000 series aluminum was selected 

for the lightest mounting geometry.  See Chapter 2 for strength and weight comparisons between 

steel and aluminum.  A lighter mount configuration, shown in Figure 3.4-2, was found by 

changing the I-beam to an egg-crate, thus optimizing the strength-to-weight ratio.  The rail 

pillow blocks (shown in green) on this light bumper mounting, defined the egg-crate minimum 

depth as thick plate material.  Roller bearings were chosen to minimize friction and contact.    

 

Figure 3.4-2 Egg-Crate Mounting Plate, 3-D CATIA  

AA6000 series aluminum was selected for the modular filler plate (used only for 

increasing the mass) because it was strong, cheap and easy to find in plate sizes (Figure 3.4-3).  

Since steel bolts and threads can wear or strip out aluminum, steel plates were added to each side 

of the modular aluminum assembly.   
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Figure 3.4-3 Egg-Crate Modular Plates, 3-D CATIA  

The “A” frame geometry needed a rectangular center opening for mounting the track rails 

and matching the pillow block locations.  The general design concept regarding material for the 

“A” frame was that any structure bolted to the rail system would be made of steel to maximize 

wear resistance and deflection during operation.  All other structures in the “A” frame would be 

aluminum to save weight.   

The track rail material (shown in blue), in Figure 3.4-4, was chosen based on what is 

currently used by industry, a 1500 series high-carbon steel in order to reduce wear.  Since two 

inline rails were needed to reach the required travel, a C-channel (shown in brown) was used to 

mount and locate the rails into a one-piece system for each track.  A36 structural steel was 

chosen for the C-channels and the frame supports that bolt to the C-channel.  From the vendor-

supplied supports, aluminum alloy for the rail supports was chosen over the steel riser option, 

which was shorter and therefore the same weight, to allow clearance for the C-channel.  
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Figure 3.4-4 Track Assembly: End View, Profile with Attach Holes, Short Plan View Section 

The supporting “A” frame cross section would be AA6000 series aluminum (shown in 

orange in Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-5).  This made the “A” frame cross section (made of box beam) a 

desirable candidate for friction stir welding.  The laboratory had experimented with box beam in 

a previous project making a table.  FSW butt joints, which are generally stronger than FSW lap 

joints, would be used.  The material properties for FSW would be higher than TIG welding for 

the same size weld because the joint would not be annealed in the welding process.   

 
Figure 3.4-5 Welded “A” Frame Assembly, CATIA  

Cross members, with rounded square shapes (shown in silver in Figure 3.4-1), would be 

made of aluminum and connect the “A” frames.  Stress analysis, done on the initial drop tower 

design, showed that gussets alleviated the need for diagonal members between “A” frames.   
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The pit assemblies and the suspended impact/vehicle mass assembly (shown later in 

Section 3.5.1, Figure 3.5-5) were chosen as structural steel to make a form that would have 

binding effects with the concrete.  Steel was chosen over wood so that box beam could be used 

along the sides and bottom of the forms for fork-lift openings.  The box beam was also thought 

to be easier to work with over concrete-imbedded attach holes if modifications or new locations 

were ever desired in the future.  The steel adds rigidity and mass to deflect the impact energy 

into the bumper.  The original intention was to use A36 steel because it is hot formed and 

therefore better for welding.  The delivered steel was A500 (which is cold formed) but was 

stamped with a heat treatment number so it was assumed to be grade D, which has similar 

strength to A36.  The impact media and riser filler were chosen as steel-reinforced concrete and 

unreinforced concrete, because of impact requirements and to save cost, respectively.    

3.5 Design Assemblies 

3.5.1 Major Design Assemblies  

The four main units of the fixture design system were the frame assembly for the sled and 

tower (Figures 3.5-1 and 3.5-2, respectively), the bumper mounting assembly (Figures 3.5-3), 

impact vehicle mass assembly (Figure 3.5-4), and the pit assembly (Figure 3.5-5).   

   
Figure 3.5-1 Frame Assembly, CATIA Sled Figure 3.5-2 Frame Assembly, CATIA Tower 
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Figure 3.5-3 Bumper Mounting Assembly, Figure 3.5-4 Impact Vehicle Mass Assembly,  

CATIA 3-D CATIA 3-D  
 

 

Figure 3.5-5 Pit Assembly, CATIA 3-D (Shown with Impact Vehicle Mass) 
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From these assemblies the dynamic Sled Fixture Assembly and drop tower fixture 

assembly could be made.   The sled fixture assembly (A1) consists of the frame assembly, the 

Bumper Mounting Assembly and the Rebound details (Figure 3.5-6) while the Drop Tower 

Fixture Assembly (A2) consisted of the frame assembly, bumper mounting assembly and the 

impact vehicle assembly (Figure 3.5-7).  The only difference between these two top-level 

assemblies was the addition or deletion of the Impact Vehicle Mass (Drop Mass) and the 

triangular-shaped rebound details.  The order of design will be presented next:  first the bumper 

mounting design: second, rail system: third FSW “A” frame, fourth, impact Vehicle Mass: fifth, 

pit details, and last rebound and pusher system.   

 

Figure 3.5-6 Sled Assembly  

Rebound Assembly

Rebound Assembly
(Foam on wood)

Bumper Mounting Assembly
(Aluminum and Steel)

Frame Assembly
(Aluminum and Steel)

Bumper Mount Assembly

Rebound Assembly

Frame Assembly

Bumper Mount Assembly
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Figure 3.5-7 Drop Tower Assembly  

All assemblies and details are designed to be used in the Impact Lab System, which 

consists of the sled fixture assembly, pit assembly, pusher, impact lab sled, and hydraulic ram.  

The Impact Lab Sled, Ram and Pusher are pinned together by the ram force and set on or 

between the pit rails.  The sled fixture assembly and pit assembly span the pit and allow the sled, 

ram, and pusher to travel through and under them.  Figures 3.5-8, 3.5-9, and 3.5-10 show the 

complete system for Impact Dynamics Laboratory testing.   

Impact 
Vehicle 
Assembly

Impact Vehicle 
Assembly

Bumper Mounting Assembly

Bumper 
Mounting 
Assembly

Impact 
Vehicle 
Assembly

Frame Assembly
(Aluminum and Steel)

“A” Frames, Cross Members, Rails & Gussets)

Frame Assembly
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Figure 3.5-8 Impact Lab Assembly (Front Isometric) 

 

Figure 3.5-9 Impact Lab Assembly (Rear Isometric) 
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Figure 3.5-10 Impact Lab Assembly (Near Side Rails with Support Omitted for Clarity) 

3.5.2 Bumper Mounting Assembly  

One of the listed advantages for the sled design was the modular mounting assembly.  

The egg-crate design (shown in Section 3.4-1, Figure 3.4-2) was AA7050-T7451 (expensive 

material), which came in a thick plate and was available at a local yard store.  This alloy and 

temper is less susceptible to distortion in thick plates (76-152 mm, 3-6 in), having lower residual 

stress from over-aging.  This material is used for the egg crate design because it maintains a high 

strength-to-weight ratio which is needed to satisfy the 84 kg maximum mass at the minimum 20 

km/hr speed requirement. This is equivalent to the target energy of the 5 km/hr, 1368 kg vehicle 

impact test.   

By inserting the AA6061-T6 plate into the egg-crate engineering side (see Section 3.4.1, 

Figure 3.4-3, left) and by inserting plate steel to both sides (see Section 3.4.1, Figure 3.4-3, 

right), the weight for the remaining target energies was increased to 220 kg (485 lbm).   

Figure 3.2-1 (mass versus speed plot) in Section 3.2.3, shows that the 220 kg modular 

mount, which is lighter and easier to work with than the 340 kg weight in Table 3.2-2, can still 
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meet the remaining test speeds while avoiding the maximum constraint speed as shown in Table 

3.5-1.  All materials were available at the local metal surplus or yard store.   

Table 3.5-1 Selected Sled Mass and Velocity Options 

 

3.5.3 Rail System and Support Assembly  

Four ball-bearing pillow blocks on 38 mm (1.5 in) in diameter transmission shafts were 

selected from an automotive supply vendor.  Each bearing is rated for a dynamic load capacity of 

17.266 kN (3.880 kips), steady state speeds of 3.048 m/sec (10 ft/sec), acceleration to 137.16 

m/sec (450 ft/sec), 0.001 coefficient of friction, and self alignment to compensate for machine 

deflection or inaccuracies in base machining.  The predrilled laser-straightened shafts of 1566 

steel were mounted to aerospace quality aluminum alloy risers at the factory.  These were the 

most expensive items in this design.  A 2.438 m (8 ft) structural steel C-channel was used to 

align and mount the two 1.219 m (4 ft)-long shaft and riser assemblies (as sent from the factory) 

for each Track.  The assembly for each of the four guide tracks around the modular system on 

which the test specimens mount (see Section 3.4.1, Figure 3.4-4) is shown in Section 3.4.1, 

Figure 3.4.1 frame assembly.  

3.5.4 “A” Frame FSW Assembly 

The “A” frame FSW assembly was composed of nine 6.35 mm (1/4 in) thick, 76.2 mm (3 

in) square AA6063-T6 box beams (four symmetrical beams, one cross-member beam) and 

twenty 76.2 mm (3 in) or 101.6 mm (4 in) sided triangular gussets made of AA6061-T6, as 

shown in Figure 3.5-11.   
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Figure 3.5-11 Aluminum Alloy “A” Frame FSW Assembly 

Although AA6061-T6 was preferred for the box beam because of higher strength 

properties, AA6063-T6 was purchased because it was readily available and cheaper.  To provide 

support to the welding pin tool shoulder, most gussets were designed as solid members.  Where 

bolting to the “A” frame was a desired option, a pocket was milled on both sides of the gusset, 

leaving a ledge that was 67% wider than the welding tool pin shoulder.  The connection between 

box beams and gusset geometry produced web-supported linear butt welds.  Although the joint at 

the apex of the structure could have been simpler with perpendicular ends, 45 degree cuts were 

made to ensure complete symmetry in the structure‟s dynamic response.  The joint was also 

considered in compression for sled use and in tension only for hoisting the sled weight (1,044 kg 

or 2,300 lbm).  Figure 3.5-12 shows the butt weld joint definitions, as modeled by the FEM 

analysis.  Opposite or identical FSW locations were chosen for both sides of the “A” frame.   
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Figure 3.5-12 FSW Isometric view of welds as modeled by the FEM analysis  

It was desired by NIAR that the Frame Assembly have the ability to be disassembled for 

transportation.  Gussets were used to connect the three “A” frame assemblies to the cross-

member beams.  One leg of the gusset was TIG welded, either to the “A” frame assembly or a 

cross member.  The other leg of the gusset was bolted to the connecting cross-member or “A” 

frame, respectively.  Figure 3.5-13 shows the designed gusset TIG welds on the three “A” 

frames, respectively.  Figure 3.5-14 shows the cross-members, some of which have TIG welds 

also on the gussets.  The AA6063-T6 box beam came in square edges and rounded edges.  The 

squared edges were purchased for the FSW “A” frame assembly, and the rounded edges were 

used for the cross-members.  Section 3.6 discusses the weld-tool selection, welding parameters, 

weld probe plunge-force simulation and load frame testing of welds for material properties. 
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Figure 3.5-13 Three Gusset Fusion Welded “A” Frame FSW Assemblies  

 

 Figure 3.5-14 Gusset Fusion Welded Cross Members (Center “A” Frame Omitted for Clarity) 
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3.5.5 Impact and Vehicle Mass Assembly 

The Impact Vehicle Mass Assembly, Figures 3.5-15a and 3.5-15b, was designed with two 

lift configurations, one for drop tower installation and one for impact sled setup.   

  

Figure 3.5-15a, Impact Vehicle Assembly Figure 3.5-15b, Impact Vehicle Assembly 
(Impact Sled Use) (Drop Tower Use) 

 
The structural steel form was welded together.  The weld assembly cut-away is shown in 

Figure 3.5-16.   

 

Figure 3.5-16 Impact Vehicle Assembly Weldment 
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A constant acceleration drop tower FEM model using the bumper and vehicle mass 

against the concrete floor was simulated and compared to an FEM simulation of a lighter mass at 

constant velocity 50 kph with the same bumper.  Both simulation parameters were designed to 

produce the same energy target equal to a mass of 1,368 kg traveling at 20 kph.  These are 

discussed in Section 4.2.  The rebar was designed with help from the South Dakota School of the 

Mines which is also a member of the CFSP organization [54].    

3.5.6 Pit Floor, Vertical Support, and Riser Support Assembly 

The pit assembly (Figure 3.5-17) is made from A500 structural steel and concrete in the 

shape of box beams, plate, angles and gussets.  A raised box beam support wall (Figure 3.5-18) 

and floor (Figure 3.5-19) span over the pit and are raised above the sled geometry by two risers.   

 

Figure 3.5-17, Pit Assembly, CATIA (with Impact Mass) 
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Figure 3.5-18, Box Beam Wall, CATIA Figure 3.5-19, Box Beam Floor, CATIA 
(with bolts)  (with bolts) 

 
Each Riser Support Assembly (Figure 3.5-20) is made of a steel form that is welded and 

filled with concrete similar to the Impact Vehicle Mass Assembly, but without the rebar.   

 

Figure 3.5-20, Floor Riser, CATIA (Before Drilling Attach Holes) 

The three assemblies were sized and welded to each stay under the two ton hoist limit of 

the Impact Lab crane.  The combined weight of the pit details, including the Impact Vehicle 

Mass, is about 2850 kg (6280 lbm).  Attachment of the risers and fixture frame to the Impact Lab 

floor to prevent movement or sliding during the testing process was a probability; therefore, 

rubber was designed as an interface with the floor in case this would not be feasible.  The risers 
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had wheels added to the box beam at the corners for ease of transportation and locating. The 

geometry with impact mass is shown in the pit assembly in Figure 3.5-21. 

 

Figure 3.5-21 Pit Assembly, CATIA (with Bolt Locations) 

3.5.7 Rebound Assembly and Sled Pusher Assembly R I P T I O N 

The rebound system consists of triangular pieces of dense foam or rubber on wood or 

aluminum, allowing the pusher (Figure 3.5-9) access to the bumper mounting plates, and 

catching the plates if they rebound back to the start of the rails (Section 3.5.1, Figure 3.5.-6).  

These were to be removed for the drop tower and then added for the sled tests.  Small rubber 

stops can also be added to the end of the rails to prevent and secure the 220 kg mass from falling 
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off in transportation.  In drop or sled mode, the mounting plates are trapped by the cement and 

cannot proceed off the rails in the impact direction.    

3.5.8 Sled Pusher Assembly 

Since the initial state of the sled test has the pusher pinned against the ram, sled (Figure 

3.5-22), and bumper mount, the pusher will see an impulse but not an impact until it falls below 

the bumper mount and possibly hits the impact mass (Section 3.3.3, Figure 3.3-8).   

 

Figure 3.5-22, Pusher Geometry (between Ram and Sled) 

Inexpensive chicken wire or cord can be used to stop the pusher and force it down below 

the fixture inside the pit.  The box beam, along the lip of the impact vehicle mass, doubles as an 

attachment point for the lift ring beams and as a deflector for the pusher, thus protecting the 

intersection of the cement and thin plate (Section 3.5.1, Figures 3.5-4 and 3.5-5).  Expendable 

material could be used in tool proving with the first sled runs involving the free-falling propelled 

pusher.  The cord and net would both be used as safeguards until a light and rigid material would 

be found that does not breakup or become damaged with use.  As time permits, before testing, a 
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dynamic analysis on the pusher with various materials should be done.  Wood and other 

composites would be proposed for trial before resorting to more expensive and heavier 

aluminum alloy.   Another stable design would be a spring-loaded hinge bolted to the back of the 

sled to force the pusher down.  A minimum spring force would have to be found to give the best 

pinning force between the ram and sled.   

3.5.9 Locating Assemblies 

Gapped cone locators (Figures 3.5-23) were chosen for locating the Impact Vehicle Mass 

and the Pit details.  Cone locators allow for a mismatched part to be adjusted as the two mating 

surfaces come together.  Since bolt holes need to be lined up from hoisted details, this method 

will allow for manual eye location.  Cone locators also cost much less than normal locators.   

 

Figure 3.5-23 Cone Locator Concept [56] 

Backup plates of aluminum were used to give an interference fit for the steel male and 

female cones (Figure 3.5-24).  If needed, freezing the aluminum could allow the parts to slip 

together.  At room temperature, the backup plates would keep the locators from falling out of the 

steel holes.  The vendor-bought cones, purchased box beam, and manufactured side plates were 

sized to allow the cone gaps and to give a flush or recessed fit to the female cones.  This would 

account for the storage of the impact vehicle mass and the pit supports on the cone surface when 

not in use.  Only the floor risers, which stay upright, and the bumper mounting plates, which stay 

on the rail system, have male cones that protrude.   
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Figure 3.5-24 Cone Locator and Backup Plates, CATIA (with See-Through Geometry) 

Other locating features include the gussets on the raised box beam floor spanning over 

the pit.  Steel TIG welding of the Impact Vehicle Mass left a weld lip along the mass side where 

gussets would attach; therefore, a 2.5 mm (0.1 in) shim was made to fill the gaps between the 

Impact Vehicle Mass and the gussets after locating.   

3.5.10 Handling Assemblies 

The box beam was sized to allow the tongs of a small fork lift to enter the beam cavity of 

the Impact Mass and the Pit Floor Risers.  Hoist rings (2.5 kip) could be added through any of 

the half inch bolt holes that are common for all of the steel structure.  The fixture frame can use 

two 1 kip hoist rings in a gusset hole or use a sling strap.  The mounting insert also uses the 1 kip 

hoist rings.  A “Sea Catch” TR7 rated at 7.042 kip (31 KN) was purchased for the drop tower 

hoist release system (Figure 3.5-25).  The existing two ton hoist that became available to the test 
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fixture in the impact lab was already outfitted with an air hose so the air release system was 

acquired.  This would ensure consistent process, timing and safety control over a manual release.  

The hoist and release mechanism for the Drop Tower Fixture would be connected to the drop 

mass by two 2.5 kip (1135 kg) hoist rings (Section 3.5.1, Figure 3.5-4 or 3.5-15b).   

 

Figure 3.5-25, Sea Catch System [57] 

The pit assembly, minus the Impact Mass could be bolted together and moved as a unit, 

using the two ton hoist, since their weigh was 1716 kg (3.780 kip).  Transportation wheels and a 

pair of welded box-beam gussets under the floor could make the raised assembly floor ridged 

with the Impact Mass bolted to the floor gussets, but this would bring the remaining pit assembly 

over the hoist limit.  If a larger Impact Wall were ever needed in the future, a box-beam gusset 

support under the floor could be bolted on.  Correct strength transportation wheels were sized 

and purchased for the “A” Frame and pit detail assemblies. 
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3.6 Friction Stir Welding 

Friction stir welding, a thermo-mechanical process that is explained in Section 2.2, is a 

solid-state material joining process that uses a non-consumable probe to contain and shear 

together two pieces of material by generating friction, heat (below the material‟s melting point) 

and deformation.  A friction stir welding machine, like the one at NIAR, which was used to weld 

the “A” frame (Section 3.5.4, Figure 3.5-11) is shown in Figure 3.6-1 [58].  The “A” frame was 

chosen for FSW because the geometry is planar on both sides, the material is aluminum, high 

material properties are desired for this large structure, less warping is expected over fusion 

welding, and the AJPL at NIAR had previous experience welding the box beam material.   

 

Figure 3.6-1 MTS FSW Machine [58]  

Two pin tools were investigated for use on the unmarked box beam material.  The plan 

was to determine the pin and weld parameters from a design of experiments (DOE) on the 

bumper assembly material, which was AA6082-T6 and AA6063-T6.  Based on time constraints 

and work-flow sequence, the test fixture portion of the CFSP project was pulled ahead of the 

DOE on the material.  A standard threaded probe with special wipers (Figure 3.6-2) was used to 
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test the weld parameters and strength for AA6082-T6 plates.  These results were then used to test 

welds on the box beam.  Design strength equal to AA6063-T6 extrusion in the unmarked box 

beam needed to be verified also.  Because the box beam geometry was thicker than the 

bumper/crash box assembly, a more aggressive and larger probe tool was then used to perform a 

small bounding by observation exercise.  The specific probe and shoulder tool used was 

developed by the lab several years prior, and the design concept was in the patent process.  A 

similar concept tool was used for a more extensive dissimilar weld bumper material DOE [29], 

which yielded better properties than the similar material “A” frame bounding.   

3.6.1 Standard Probe Weld Parameters 

The objective of this butt weld investigation was to determine the best weld for the 

unmarked box beam, using AA6082-T6 parameters, and to verify the probability of this low-

priced and available material meeting 6063-T6 design properties as claimed by the aircraft 

material surplus store.  Figure 3.6-2 shows a definition for the threaded probe and special 

shoulder used for these butt welds.   

 

Figure 3.6-2 Pin Tool with Special Wipers (*WSU, NIAR, AJP Patent Pending)  

The AA6082-T6 weld parameters were based on six welded coupons of two AA6082-T6 

plates.  Summary results are shown in Table 3.6-1 and Figure 3.6-3.  Appendix C includes the 

input data for this bounding exercise in Tables 3.6-2 and 3.6-3.   
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Table 3.6-1 6082-T6 Weld Parameters and UTS  

 

 

Figure 3.6-3 6082-T6 Weld Parameters and UTS [45] 

For the unmarked box beam welds, plunge (position controlled), RPM, IPM, and forge 

were adjusted and recorded.  Conductivity and macro analysis of the grain structure were used 

for probable material identification along with parent material tensile coupons.  “Bead on Plate” 
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linear welds of 102 mm (4 in) were made.  The coupons for the welds were 6 mm (.24 in) thick, 

50.8 mm (2 in) wide, and 507 mm (19.96 in) long, taken from the box beam extrusion walls.  

Three macros were made from the weld as shown in Figure 3.6-4.   

 

Figure 3.6-4 6063 Box Beam “Bead on Plate” (Using 6082-T6 Weld Parameter) 

3.6.2 Standard Probe Test Results 

No voids or defects were detected on the macros as shown in Figures 3.6-5 & 3.6-6.  The 

half size scale in Figure 3.6-6 shows actual wall thickness was 6 mm (.236 in) and actual weld 

zone depth was 3.81 mm (.150 in) deep, which is 0.762 mm (.030 in) below the pin.    

 
Figure 3.6-5 6063 Box Beam Macros (Using 6082-T6 Weld Parameter) 

Weld using CFSP09102_14 parameter
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Figure 3.6-6 6063 Box Beam Macros (Using 6082-T6 Weld Parameter) 

The microstructure was compared to published data zones a, b, c, as shown in Figure 3.6-

7 [59].  A comparison microstructure in Figure 3.6-9 from published data is shown in Appendix 

C [59].   

 

Figure 3.6-7 Locations of Micros from Published Data [59] 

The magnification of macro “M1” shows the three zones found in figure 3.6-8: nugget 

(a), nugget to parent (b), and parent (c).  Compared to published data photos in Figure 3.6-9 of 

Appendix D, the grain sizes and shapes were seen as similar to the published AA6063-T5. 

Scale is ½ size.  
Doubled for actual values

M1
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Figure 3.6-8a M1 Nugget (200x), 6063 Box Beam Micro  
(6082-T6 Weld Parameters) 

 

 

Figure 3.6-8b M1 Nugget to Parent (200x), 6063 Box Beam Micro 
(6082-T6 Weld Parameters) 
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Figure 3.6-8c M1 Parent (200x), 6063 Box Beam Micro  
(6082-T6 Weld Parameters) 

 
Box beam conductivity was 54.4% IACS, in between the range of AA6063-T5 (55%) and 

AA6063-T6 (53%) [60]. Based on the micro structure and conductivity, the material was similar 

to 6063-T6 or 6063-T5.  A chemical spectrometry analysis was required since UTS values for T5 

are only 72% of T6 [44], however pulled tensile coupons of the parent material showed UTS 

values equal to T6 satisfying the “A” frame design strength criteria. 

3.6.3 Aggressive Pin Weld Parameters 

A parameter and feasibility study were performed on the box beam using a patent-

pending, larger, more-aggressive, CounterflowTM probe and shoulder (Figure 3.6-10).  During 

the feasibility study the probe length, which is an insert to the shoulder, was modified in length 

from 5.842 to 5.486 mm, leaving 0.514 mm (.020 in) below the probe for partial penetration of 

the weld zone.   
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Figure 3.6-10 Butt Weld Pin Tool with Aggressive Reverse Spiral Flat  
(*WSU, NIAR, AJP Patent Pending) 

The feasibility study concentrated on probe length, “T” joint weld support, and machine 

tooling to maximize weld length and strength.  Figure 3.6-11 shows a square insert used in the 

“T” joint to support the open end and two macro locations in the joint.  Figure 3.6-12 compares 

welds from two pin lengths.  The weld from the longer pin was undesirable because the weld 

zone, which was forced into the support, pulled out weld-zone segments, creating some voids 

near the interface and also gave early nugget failures at 48% and 60% efficiencies in tensile 

coupons.  Tables 3.6-4 and 3.6-5 in Appendix C show tensile coupon results.   

  

Figure 3.6-11a Insert Figure 3.6-11b Location and Test Macros 

• RH Threads & LH Twisted Flats
• Blank with removable pin
• Aggressive Butt Weld Pin used for “A” frame box beams

• Shoulder Diameter  15.24 mm (0.600 in) – blank 
• Pin Insert Thread Length  5.486 mm (0.216 in)

• Pin extends weld zone about 0.5 mm below nugget)
• Box Beam walls measured 6 mm thick

• Pin Insert Diameter 7.607 mm (0.300 in) 
- Wiper ™ * - blank
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Figure 3.6-12a Long-Pin Macro  Figure 3.6-12b Short-Pin Macro  
with Early Failure  with Desired Failure 

The manufacturing processes and fixture tooling derived from the feasibility study is 

described under fabrication in Section 5.1.2.  Tensile coupons were made from butt welds mating 

two box beam walls together to form an I-beam configuration, as shown in Figure 3.6-13.  The 

beam web was milled to thickness after rough cutting.   

 

Figure 3.6-13a - Box Beam Coupon Weld Figure 3.6-13b Continuous Weld  
 305 mm (12 in) 

Six-inch long dog bone tensile coupons were made traverse to the weld line using an in-

house template, which met ASTM E8 specifications, as shown in Figure 3.6-14.  This coupon 

was chosen to lessen the impact from small variations in tensile data that can affect the four inch 

sub-size specimen results.  Parent material coupons in the longitudinal grain direction were also 

made and tested to compare with ASM specifications for 6063-T6 extrusion [44].   

. 
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Figure 3.6-14 Tensile Test Coupons  

Two neighboring coupons taken at the beginning, middle, and end of the weld were 

divided into sets.  One set (T1, T3, T5) was tested “as-welded” after two days; the other set (T2, 

T4, T6) was baked at 182o C (360o F) for 6 hrs 20 min. per ASTM B918 [61].  Figure 3.6-15 

shows the cross-grain test coupon and macro locations for this I-beam-style weld.   

 

Figure 3.6-15 Tensile Test Coupon Locations in Continuous Weld (Probe Exit Hole to Right) 

Other coupons were also made from supported right angle T-joint welds similar to Figure 3.6-11.   

3.6.4 Aggressive Pin Test Results 

The three macros for the reverse flow continuous weld in 6061-T6 extrusion material is 

show in Figure 3.6-16. 
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Figure 3.6-16a Tensile Coupon Macro, 08-M1 

 

Figure 3.6-16b Tensile Coupon Macro, 08-M2 
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Figure 3.6-16c Tensile Coupon Macro, 08-M3 

The welds show good and consistent mixing as seen by the surface definition common to 

extruded material.  The average tensile load is shown in Figure 3.6-17, and the joint efficiency is 

show in Figure 3.6-18.   

 

Figure 3.6-17 Average Tensile Load  

L direction

T direction

T direction

T direction
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Figure 3.6-18 Average UTS  

Tables 3.6-4 and 3.6-5 in Appendix C show the individual coupon results from the aggressive 

pin tensile tests, including the early and reduce pin failures in the supported T-joint. 

3.6.5 Weld Property Curve 

An aluminum 6063 FSW material property curve was made using the tensile coupon 

data.  Figures 3.6-19 and 3.6-20 show the plastic portion of the stress-strain curves for 6063 

FSW and 6063-T6 extrusion used in the FEM “A” frame analysis in Chapter 4.   
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Figure 3.6-19 Plastic Strain Hardening Curve for 6063-FSW Joint 
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Figure 3.6-20 Plastic Strain Hardening Curve for 6063-T6 Extrusion 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

FIXTURE DESIGN STRESS ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION 
 
 
4.1 Static Analysis 

4.1.1 “A” Frame for Sled Configuration 

The “A” frame was defined with material properties for 6063-T6 box beam, 6061-T6 

gussets and weld zones of 6063/6061 and 6063/6063.  All weld zones were given 6063/6063 

weld properties to ensure a conservative yield criteria.  A load on the attachment area of two rail 

members was applied to analyze structural limits for the welded “A” frame.  The darkened weld 

areas and force load are shown in Figure 4.1-1.   

 

Figure 4.1-1 “A” Frame Rail Load and Weld Definition 

A MARC FEA software program was ramped to 134 KN (30 kip) to test yield and plastic 

deformation.  The program stopped at 70% load or 93.8 KN (21 kip).  Since the load obtained 

was equal to the maximum impact force on the cement divided equally among the three frames, 

it was assumed adequate for this analysis.  Plastic strain in tension was 1% in the corners of a 

gusset weld zone (Figure 4.1-2).  A cutaway indicated that this was not propagating and may be 

artificially high due to edge noise. 
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Figure 4.1-2 “A” Frame Plastic Strain, 93.8 KN 

Figure 4.1-3 shows that deflection is 2 mm (.078 in) downward and should be assumed elastic. 
 
  

 

Figure 4.1-3 “A” Frame Deflection, 93.8 KN 
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Based on this analysis, the sled “A” frames demonstrated strength to hold a static mass of 

28.68 kg or take a force of 281.4 KN. (63.24 kip) using the center two rails.  Considering that the 

fixture also has two side rails in a short offset column condition, the “A” frame welded assembly 

showed adequate strength for the sled downward loads and drop tower forward side loads.     

4.1.2 “A” Frame for Drop Tower Configuration 

A buckling analysis was performed on the C-channel under the Initial Drop Tower 

Design Approach presented in Section 3.3.1.  Figures 4.1-4 and 4.1-5 show that the four channels 

were able to each carry 6.4 kip (28.5 KN) with 0.016 in (0.4 mm) deflection.  Based on this 

analysis, it was assumed that the steel frames attached to the C-channel and the eight cross 

members for the “A” Frame Assembly along with the steel rails and aluminum supports would 

not buckle under static and impact loads using the Drop Tower configuration in Section 3.3.2.   

  

Figure 4.1-4 “C” Channel Load Figure 4.1-5 “C” Channel Deflection 
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4.1.3 Standard Weld Analysis 

The welded steel form for the concrete that functions as a car weight for the drop tower 

and an impact wall for the sled was analyzed for minimum size call outs on the welding drawing.  

Since the steel box beam had 12.7 mm (.5 in) rounded corners and 6.35 mm (.25 in) thick walls, 

which were to be welded together, a partial penetration groove weld would be common in the 

form structure along with fillet welds.  The minimum effective throat (te) [62] was calculated for 

the partial-penetration groove welds, where tp equals the thinnest box beam wall thickness.   

te = (tp/6)1/2 = (0.25 inch/6)1/2 = 0.204 inch (5.18mm) (4) 

The fillet weld allowable force (f) per unit inch is defined by  

f = .707 wt = .707 (.25) (12400) = 2200 lbf (9834 N) (5) 

where w is the fillet weld leg size and t is the shear stress allowable for A36 steel from the AWS 

bridge table [62]. 

Based on the dimensions required for the form, fillet and groove weld lengths needed to 

seal the concrete form meet this force per inch allowable to withstand the 60 kip (268 KN) 

impact load.  The concrete steel form minimum weld size was therefore called out to be 0.25 in 

(6.35mm).  The weld drawing call-outs are shown in Figure 4.1-6. 
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Figure 4.1-6 Weld Callouts for Concrete-Filed Steel Form 

4.1.4 Beam Analysis on Pit Supports 

An excel spreadsheet was used to calculate a statically indeterminate beam equation 

representing the impact mass as a distributed load resting on the raised floor.  The structure with 

load arrows is shown in Figure 4.1-7.  Gussets welded to the floor and wall bolt into the mass.    

 

Figure 4.1-7 Raised Floor Impact Mass as Distributed Load 

The shear and moment diagrams are shown in Figure 4.1-8a.  The force (V), moment (M) and 

maximum deflection (yx) equations are shown in Figure 4.1-8b.  From symmetry MA = MB.  
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From yx the deflection at “x = a” is the RA and MA terms.   At “x = b” yx can be calculated in the 

same way coming from RB and MB but equality is known by symmetry [63].   

                            

Figure 4.1-8a Load, Shear,                         Figure 4.1-8b Beam Equations [63] 
    and Moment Diagrams [63] 

Given that the mass is ridged, a = 508 mm (20 in), b = 2032 mm (80 in), c = 1524 mm 

(60 in), L = 2540 mm (100 in), and W = 10.680 KN (2.400 kip), the maximum deflection on the 

four floor beams without connections to the wall or gussets was 0.36 mm (0.014 in).  This 

became a 0.073 mm (0.0029 in) deflection at back when connected to the wall.  Since the floor 

gussets are welded to the beams and bolted to the ridged mass, deflections at “x” equal to “a” 

and “b” were calculated and showed 0.14 mm (0.0055 in) to 0.029 mm (0.0011 in).   The 267 

KN (60 kip) low-speed impact force causes a deflection in the four wall beams of 4 mm (0.159 

in), when not connected to floor beams or side gussets.  This is reduced to 0.81 mm (0.032 in) 

deflection when connected to the floor beams.  Considering the gusset connections to the mass 

and the addition of 50% welds between beams of the floor and the wall these elastic deflections 

were considered acceptable.   
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4.2 Simulation Analysis 

4.2.1 Weld Plunge Force Simulation 

Working on tooling and clamping is very important to the success of welding but takes 

up machine time that could be spent working on the project.  Figure 4.2-1 shows a FSW “T” 

joint test weld using runoff tabs, similar to those required by the “A” frame and discussed under 

fabrication in Section 5.1.   

 

Figure 4.2-1 Box Beam Test Weld 

Finite Element Modeling analysis has helped engineers in aerospace factories develop 

tools for spring back and metal forming.  FEM of FSW is a coupled (heat transfer and 

mechanical deformation) analysis, which can predict tooling forces on the work pieces to make 

clamping more efficient and to save machine time.  A simulation program of the plunge force on 

the box beam joint was developed as a first step toward tooling force predictions.  Heat 

conditions were defined as inputs with a ramp-up and hold value.  The peak temperature 
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definitions, which could be obtained from FEM fluid flow models or empirical data, was based 

on lab notes for 6061-T6 and comparison with published data for other aluminum alloys [64].  

Since FSW has some aspects of forging in its process, the FEM model incorporated forging 

elements in the programming of the weld zone.  Figure 4.2-2 shows an initial FEM simulation 

with heat transfer inputs.   

 

Figure 4.2-2 Box Beam Plunge Simulation 

Figure 4.2-3 shows the FEM run body force plots on the work pieces and their respective 

weld zones.  Since the force model was also preliminary work for a tooling force analysis 

involving the bumper and crash box, the work pieces were assigned default names of “bumper” 

and “crash box” for the parent and weld zone geometry.   

Box Beam “T” simulation
Pin plunge force model using heat affected zone

Box Beam “T” weld plunge heat zoneMachine Plane assigned room temperature
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Figure 4.2-3 Box Beam Plunge Force Output 

4.2.2 Drop Tower Bumper Simulation for Loads and Velocity 

The constraints used to calculate target energies in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 were based on 

a 1368 kg (3013 lbm) vehicle mass.  Added load cells and a load cell mount plate caused the 

actual weight of the drop system to be projected at 1453 kg (3200 lbm).  Constant acceleration 

drop heights were modified to match the previously calculated target energies becoming 1448 

mm (57 in) for the 20 km/hr energy, 813 mm (32 in) for the 15 km/hr energy, 356 mm (14 in) 

for the 10 km/hr energy and 89 mm (3.5 in) for the 5 km/hr energy.   The 20 km/hr 1448 mm 

height was simulated using a current bumper definition.  The material properties in the 

simulation were conservative and based on the strength values derived from the 6063-T6 
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coupons in Section 3.6 and parameter studies previously done on dissimilar welds involving 

6082-T6.  Strength results from the multi-step DOE on FSW of 6082-T6 and 6063-T6 [29], not 

published at the time of this simulation, are planned to be used in subsequent simulations 

comparing the current bumper geometry to the actual drop specimens.  For this paper, these 

conservative values were used to analyze the acceleration and expected loads for tooling 

purposes.  Figure 4.2-4 in Appendix D shows the simulation velocity at impact for the 1448 mm 

(57 in) drop at 209 in/s, which is 11.88 mph or 19.1 km/hr.  Figure 4.2-5 in Appendix D shows 

displacement at 57 in (1448 mm).  Figure 4.2-6 in Appendix D records the distance and shows 

the deformation at the bottom of the impact with zero velocity.  Figure 4.2-7 shows the 

deformation and strain at the bottom of the impact.  The floor is shown as a line.   

 

Figure 4.2-7 Plastic Strain at Bottom of Impact 
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The deflection is about 87 mm (3.43 in) beyond the 1448 mm (57 in) drop height.  Figure 4.2-8 

shows the maximum permanent deformation as the engineering bounces back from the impact to 

be 56 mm (2.21 in) beyond the drop height.   

 

Figure 4.2-8 Maximum Displacement at Rebound 

Figure 4.2-9 is a side view of the permanent deformation at rebound, and Figure 4.2-10 shows 

the maximum acceleration along the side of the mass to be about 34 G.   
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Figure 4.2-9 Maximum Deformation Side View at Rebound 

 

Figure 4.2-10 Maximum Acceleration (34 G) Along Side of Mass 
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Figure 4.2-11 shows force loads on the engineering geometry at about 66 kip (294 KN).  The 

load cells on the test fixture are located just behind the engineering crash box. 

 

Figure 4.2-11 Forces on Engineering 

4.2.3 Sled Bumper Simulation for Concrete Stress 

Low-speed impact specifications require the wall to withstand a 267 KN (60 kip) impact.  

An impact analysis was performed to find the design stress needed for the concrete mass.  A 50 

km/hr (36 mph) dynamic simulation of the bumper was developed with a reduced mass of 220 

kg (485 lbm) as required to approximate the energy of 20 km/hr from Figure 3.2-1 in Chapter 3 

(shown here again).   
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Figure 3.2-1 Velocity versus Mass Plot 

MARC FEA software in dynamic mode was used for its visual rendering of contact.  

Multiple body force plots along with the bumper contact area at initial impact were analyzed.  

The force plot in Figure 4.2-12 shows an initial impact of about 100 kip (445 KN), while the 

total impact on the bumper welds was about 66 kip (294 KN).  Figure 4.2-13 is a plot of the 

contact between the bumper and the wall at an instant in time.  The nodal force values seen in 

Figures 4.2-14a and 4.2-14b were divided by the impact area.  The maximum stress at impact 

was calculated to be 2.816 ksi (19.402 MPa).  By comparison, a building concrete inspection 

test, with a standard 6 in (152 mm) diameter cylinder, using a 60 kip (267 KN) load calculates 

to be 2.122 ksi (14.620 MPa).  Safety factors between 2 and 3 are obtainable and cost effective 

with 5 ksi (34.5 MPa) fiber reinforced concrete, strengthened with rebar.  A simulation at higher 
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speeds was also performed using a 1370 kg mass at 36 km/hr velocity, which gave a design 

criteria stress of 29.5 kPa (4.3 ksi) for the concrete in this form.  This shows the mass would be 

versatile for other impact applications.   

 

Figure 4.2-12 Multiple Body Force Plot 
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Figure 4.2-13 Contact Plot 

 

Figure 4.2-14a Contact Force (Close Up Color Plot) 
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Figure 4.2-14b Contact Force (Close Up Nodal Values) 

4.2.4 Sled and Drop Tower Simulation Comparison 

This study dealt with the design criteria needed for the cement structure and the “A” 

frame test fixture.  Since the FSW DOE for the project case study was in progress at the time of 

the simulations, and weld definitions at the crash box close out end were still to be finalized, the 

results of these FEM runs should not be used as a definitive comparison with test specimens for 

the case study.  However, the use of similar FEM parameters between the sled run and the drop 

tower simulation can be observed as a possible indication of relationships between the two 

dynamic tests.  A comparison between the constant acceleration of the drop tower results and the 

constant velocity of the sled condition is one aspect desired for the actual specimen simulations 

during specimen testing.  It is also hoped that a possible comparison between MSC MARC and 

LSDYNA results would be included in the simulation analysis for the two test conditions on the 

specimens.  Appendix D includes Figures 4.2-17 through 4.2-22 of strain rate at deflection points 
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in the process for comparison of the constant velocity run and the constant acceleration run as a 

preliminary point of interest.  The new style crash box of this design study simulation showed 

less permanent deflection than the Tool Proving old style bumper specimen shown in the photos 

of Chapter 6.  This can be attributed to the added crash box mating surface along the inboard 

interfaces of the bumper.  Plastic strain for both simulations is shown at the zero velocity times 

in Figure 4.2-15.   

  

Figure 4.2-15 Sled and Tower Deflection at Velocity = 0 
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Figure 4.2-16 compares the permanent deflection and maximum rebound velocity for the 

different strain-rate impacts of constant velocity sled and constant acceleration drop tower 

simulations equivalent to the 20 kph energy targets.  This deflection is close to the 15 kph target 

deflection shown in the Tool Proving results of Chapter 6.   

 

Figure 4.2-16 Sled and Tower Permanent Deflection at Maximum Rebound Velocity 
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CHAPTER 4 

FIXTURE DESIGN FABRICATION METHODS 

5.1 FSW of “A” Frame 

Warping and assembly size were two key issues to overcome in the “A” frame 

fabrication.  Most people, through experience, know that if fasteners are tightened as the 

assembly progresses, the bolts become more difficult to fit and the structure can distort.  One 

solution method is to leave the nuts loose until all the bolts have been installed, and then tighten 

the geometry in an evenly distributed fashion.  Permanent joining processes, like FSW and TIG 

welding, can also warp due to thermal stresses and the joining sequence.  Vendors for one 

aerospace company use a system called “Determinant Assembly” [65].  The premise behind this 

method is to select datum planes and apply N/C programming on the engineering parts so that all 

downstream users are located to the same unchanging features.  Quality assurance (QA) drives 

the details to compliance, which in turn, drives the assembly to compliance.  An “erector set” 

style assembly is obtainable without large gaps or out-of-tolerance parts.  Although the height 

between the feet and apex of the two “A” frame legs, (1922 mm = 75.65 in) can fit between the 

two MTS black rubber boots that cover the z stroke pins (Figure 3.6-1 of Section 3.6), the “A” 

frame height is taller than the machine table width that sets between the boots (1219 mm = 48 

in).  To address the warping and assembly size concerns, a plan of welding sequences and N/C 

programming was designed to minimize distortion and maximize location accuracy by using 

datum features and sequence control.  The plan is presented in Section 5.1.1.  The actual methods 

used to assemble the “A” frame are then presented in Section 5.1.2.   
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5.1.1 FSW Plan   

An optimum setup for each weld was explored, using only the stock needed for the weld 

and then considering the complete assembly.  External supports located outside the MTS table 

bed would be needed to aid in some weld setups.  The process plan utilizes the MTS precision 

table to locate the primary and secondary datum features in the welding plane.  One detail is 

assigned the two planar locating datum features, and the detail machining for each symmetrical 

half is done with a single straight N/C pass.  The datum features are assigned to the vertical side 

box beams, shown in Figure 5.5-1, as parallel between the 69.086 in (1755 mm) dimension.  

These vertical beams support the rails for the Bumper Mount to ride on in Figure 3.4.1 of Section 

3.4.1.  Two MTS table bolts would be used to locate these straight vertical members.  The details 

are shorter reducing the amount of raw stock warping.  Figure 5.1-1 was made as a shop aid and 

shows some of the different weld lengths required.  Assuming that the longer weld has more 

potential to warp because of the larger heat zone, the plan uses the shorter welds to tack each 

datum in place.  Based on symmetry and to minimize MTS setups, both sides were welded at 

each step in the plan.  The longest weld was 395 mm (15.556 in), and the shortest weld was 76.2 

mm (3 in).  The only two geometry definitions required from the bumper mount assembly were 

the center beam horizontal location for the top rails, shown here with 34.125 in, and the side 

beam vertical locations, shown here with 69.086 in.  The other definitions can be flexible, so 

long as they are consistent between each “A” frame assembly.   
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Figure 5.1-1 Shop Aid Dimensions, CATIA 

The welds were divided into four major zones, as shown in Figure 5.1-2.  Zone #1 (or #3) 

and Zone #2 should be welded first so that the two critical datum features are established and 

maintained throughout the assembly.  The weld zone order could be either 1-2-4-5 or 2-3-4-5.  

To avoid warping, it would be desirable to perform the longest weld in Zone #4 last.  The long 

“A” legs would need to be pinned at both ends first, but a single-weld setup including Zone #5 

with Zone #4 would be difficult.  Therefore, a decision to wash any mismatches or warp to the 

apex of “A” was taken.  Design error in this location should have the least detrimental effect on 

structure strength and fixture function.  The dotted lines show the raw stock sizes before cutting.  

The plan included two straight perpendicular N/C machine cuts along the outside of the 

assembly, which may be performed on the MTS machine.  These would happen before the welds 

in Zone #4 and #5 are to be performed.   
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Figure 5.1-2 Overall Weld Plan, CATIA 

The first and second sequences are shown in Figure 5.1-3.  The dotted lines indicate raw 

stock material that did not have to be removed.  Each circle is a continuous weld location and 

includes gussets that were also welded.  The geometry of the members does not form a closed 

loop weld but still has the uncut stock ends to ensure better straightness and a common N/C 

definition to the apex.  In reality, each detail end was machined first, as shown in Section 5.1.2, 

so the solid lines were the actual details pieced together.  Without quality assurance controls, this 

can cause tolerance problems from the accumulation of small errors.  
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Figure 5.1-3 Weld Plan, Sequence 1 and 2, Setup 1, CATIA 

As shown in Figure 5.1-3 approximately 1016 mm (40 in) in height is required to cover 

the weld geometry on the table including the gussets in Zone #1 and #2.  This would include 

enough room for a platform support under detail 61.  The MTS axis Y runs along the 1219 mm 

(48 in) width of the machine table and the MTS axis X runs along the 3606 mm (142 in) length 

of the table.  “T” slots along the MTS table axis Y would locate the vertical beam (detail 67) 

primary datum which is parallel to the centerline of symmetry in Figure 5.1-3.  The squared-off 

perpendicular milled end of detail 67 defines the secondary datum and can be located using “T” 

slots along the MTS axis X.  Therefore, detail 67 and the MTS table define the primary and 

secondary datum definitions to which every other detail must adhere.  The plan requires raw 

stock lengths and one flat end cut on details 67 and 68 to begin the welding assembly process.  

Detail 68 would be located by beam thickness to the primary datum and by bolt pins or a milled 

surface to the secondary datum.  Detail 62 locates to the secondary datum of details 67 with 
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tolerance to the uncut stock ends.  Detail 61 locates by beam thickness to the secondary datum 

with tolerance parallel to the line of symmetry.  One benefit of the FSW process to this 

symmetrical design is the ability to easily return to net surface finish and then turn the assembly 

over without changing location setup.  Once sequence #1 and #2 (either weld Zones #1 then #2, 

or weld Zones #2 then #3) would be completed, for both sides, other “A” frames could be loaded 

and brought to this sequence, ensuring commonality without changing the MTS setup.  

N/C cutting each “A” leg of the raw stock in one pass (Figure 5.1-4) is possible, but 

would require a setup change because the assembly height is more than the table width.  The 

secondary datum feature along detail 62 would be rotated clockwise 22.5o angle from the MTS 

axis X and a floor support applied to the overhanging detail 68.  With this second setup, 

sequence three and four would include N/C cutting one leg of the “A” Frame per Figure 5.1-4, 

locating detail 63, and FSW Zone #4, as shown in Figure 5.1-5, respectively.   

 
Figure 5.1-4 Weld Plan, Sequence 3, Setup 2, CATIA 
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Turning the symmetric assembly over and using the second setup, again, the opposite leg 

relief would be N/C cut, second detail 63 located, and opposite side Zone #4 friction stir welded.   

 

F5.1-5 Weld Plan, Sequence 4, Setup 2 and 3, CATIA 

A third setup, where detail 62 is again angled, but counterclockwise by 22.5o, would 

complete the locating and friction stir welding of the last two Zone #4 locations.  Alternating 

sides and leaving zone #4 to a latter sequence reduces and moves any warping in detail 63 to the 

apex and away from rail locating details 62 and 67.  

A fourth setup for weld Zone #5 (Figure 5.1-6), may or may not include the angle cut 

weld along the end of detail 61, since the MTS table is large enough to include it in Zone #4.  

Internal supports, similar in concept to those shown in Figure 3.6-9 of Section 3.6.3, would be 

added to the inside of the apex weld in Zone #5 and the angled weld of detail 68 in Zone #4.  

These supports are shown in fabrication Section 5.1.2.   
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Figure 5.1-6 Weld Plan, Sequence 5, Setup 4, CATIA 

The plan included 4 setups and 5 weld zones, some alternation in welding between sides 

and the use of primary and secondary datum features to achieve an accurate, planar assembly.  

Using this sequence of welding and given the symmetry of this design, if a larger machine table 

were available all welds for this assembly could be made from one setup definition.   

5.1.2 FSW Methods 

All raw stock ends were milled normal or at 45o angles as required by detail drawings.  

The “A” frame was pieced together to check for fit.  To avoid exit holes and make welds through 

the complete joint, run-off tabs were used.  This process is shown in Figure 5.1-7.  Zone #1 right 

angle-welds, first including the gusset, were performed first.  The back side was then welded, 

making the joint at Zone #1 a sub assembly to the “A” Frame as shown in Figure 5.1-8.  The 

open end of the “T” joint had a 6 mm thick by 63.5 mm square plate of 6063-T6 for support.   
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Zone #5 (Figure 5.1-9) was welded for the second step and used a special 45o “C” insert.  

The Apex joint was welded on both sides and became another subassembly for the “A” Frame.  

The smaller horizontal member above detail 62 seen in Figure 5.1-9 was a clamping aid and not 

part of the welded structure.   

 

Figure 5.1-7 Weld Tab Concept 

First Step

Second Step

Extra piece of material in 
the corners in order to 
allow for insertion and 
exiting of the tool.

Third Step

Fourth Step

Start Weld

End Weld

Break the welds 
and remove block 

sections
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Figure 5.1-8 Zone #1Welding and Tab Removal 

 

 
Figure 5.1-9 Zone #5 Insert and Welding 
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Zone #4 (Figure 5.1-10) was welded for the third step and pieced together detail 63 apex 

legs with detail 68 feet of the sled attitude “A” frame.  The special 45o inserts were used again 

for open-end support in detail 68.  The fixture‟s solid triangular gussets were used also for some 

runoff welds.  This sequence of welds caused the apex joined legs to define the primary and 

secondary locations for the rails.  In addition, the remaining welds were not alternated between 

front and back sides.  Twisting in the apex legs could then be transferred to the primary features.   

 

Figure 5.1-10 Zone #4 Welding 

The remaining welds in Zone #2 were completed for the front side.  The structure was 

turned over, and where Zones #4 and #2 were welded again for the backside.  This gave a weld 

sequence of 1-5-4-2 instead of 1-2-4-5 or 2-3-4-5, as planned in Section 5.1.1.  The extremity 

welds (Zones #1 and #5) were alternated, but the longest weld at the weld at the datum (Zones #4 

and #2) were not alternated.  The flatness and warping was affected by this sequence.    
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The completed “A” frame (Figure 5.1-11) was checked for levelness.  By measurement, it 

was also determined that the egg-crate dimension for the primary datum features on details 67 

met tolerance at the junction of Zone #4 but were bowed inward at a 0.5o angle from being 

vertically parallel.  This necessitated extra machining from the egg-crate/pillow-block interface.  

In hindsight, an extra shim tolerance could have been used to avoid this corrective machining.   

 

Figure 5.1-11 Completed “A” Frame and Level Check 

The warp was assumed to be good compared to fusion welding, even though the welds 

were not to the planned sequence.  It should be expected that less warp would be seen, had the 
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weld surfaces been alternated in the center and the structure welded from the inside out.  Figure 

5.1-12 shows some joint welds and a tabbed completed “A” frame.  Figure 5.1-13 shows the 

three “A” frames compared to cross-member fusion welds and incorporated into the aluminum 

frame portion of the “Dual-Function Drop Tower and Sled Test Fixture.”    

 

Figure 5.1-12 Completed “A” Frame and Tabs 
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Figure 5.1-13 Completed “A” Frame in Aluminum Drop Tower and Sled Test Fixture 

5.2 Fusion Welding of Cross Members 

To facilitate the ability to disassemble the drop tower frame, if needed, one side of each 

aluminum gusset was either fusion welded to a cross member or fusion welded to the FSW “A” 
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frame.  A logical future step for similar structure would be to replace these fusion welds with 

developed FSW joints.  The half inch thick aluminum gussets would require another parameter 

or DOE study and a longer FSW tool.  This could have helped the fit and reduced the warping, 

especially at the interfaces of the second or middle-located “A” frame.  Figure 5.1-13 shows 

some of the fusion welded gussets.  Since the “A” frame structure included some welding of 

fusion joints on top of friction stir welded joints, sample welds of this overlap were performed on 

the retreating (Figure 5.2-1) and advancing (Figure 5.2-2) sides.  Oxidation was seen on the 

advancing side.   

  

Figure 5.2-1 Fusion Weld Across FSW Figure 5.2-2 Fusion Weld Across FSW 
(Retreating Side) (Advancing Side) 

Further study needs to be done to determine the affects of fusion welding on friction stir 

joints.  Important information regarding potential field repair practices by industry could be seen.  

The three pass fusion weld was large enough to prevent strength concerns on the “A” frame, but 

the test specimens were saved so that tensile coupons could be made and tested for strength in 

future work.   

5.3 Rail System Adjustment 

Since a 2.438 m (8 ft) travel distance was required for each rail, two vendor transmission 

pins with aluminum risers were connected to one steel “C” channel to produce a track assembly 
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(Figure 3.4-4).  Each track assembly was checked and adjusted for straightness before installing 

and clocking in the frame.  Each track assembly was attached to two welded steel track frames, 

which were bolted between each FSW “A” frame.  This strong support structure (Figure 5.3-1) 

provided the support base for the track assembly to attach to and clock on.  The steel rail and 

support structure used in the frame (Figure 5.3-2) added 545 kg (1200 lbm) to the lighter 318 kg 

(700 lbm) aluminum “A” frame and cross members.  Figure 5.3-3 from the CATIA drawing of 

the C channel describes the assembly and clocking plan for the rails.   

  
Figure 5.3-1 A6 Welded Track Frame Figure 5.3-2 Completed A2 Frame with Rails 

 
Figure 5.3-3 Assembly and Clock Steps 

After an initial tool test of the drop tower configuration the steel pins were shifted 203 

mm (8 in) to remove the common break with the aluminum pin supports seen between pin #1 

and pin #2, as shown in Figure 5.3-3.  This was done to accommodate two 38 mm (1.5 in) thick 

steel plates drilled to sandwich six to eight load cell size cylinders at the drop tower impact floor.  
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This also accommodated spring-loaded rebound structure between the two plates, which would 

remove multiple hits to the engineering structure and stiffened the rail system.  The modified A2 

frame is shown in Figure 5.3-4.   

   

Figure 5.3-4 A2 Frame Assembly with Pin Shift (Egg Crate Mounting Structure Seen at Right) 

5.4 Impact Assemblies 

Figure 5.4-1 shows the cut pattern drawing for optimizing material in 4.76 mm (3/16 in) 

thick raw-stock sheets to create the details for two risers, one on either side of the pit shown in 

CATIA Figure 3.5-20 in Section 3.5.6.  These welded risers (detail A12) are shown in Figure 

5.4-2 before cement filling and Figure 5.4-3 after cement is added.  Detail A7 Floor Assembly is 

attached to the risers by 12.7 mm (½ in) diameter bolts and impact-resistant flex washer nuts in 

angles along each side.  Each A12 detail has extended box beams in the rear to which the support 
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wall (detail A8) attaches, using the same size bolts and nuts.  This assembly is shown in Figure 

5.4-3.  The drop tower vehicle mass, detail A11, is shown in Figures 5.4-5 and 5.4-6 and doubles 

as the impact mass over the pit in the sled configuration.  A11 is bolted to A7 and A8 by gussets 

using the same size bolts through tapped holes in the A11 box beam walls.   

 
Figure 5.4-1 Cut Pattern on Raw Stock  

 

       
Figure 5.4-2 A12 Riser Assembly Figure 5.4-3 A12 with Cement 
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Figure 5.4-4 A7 and A8 Attached to A12 with Transportation Wheels 

 

  
 Figure 5.4-5 A11 Impact Mass    Figure 5.4-6 A11 as Vehicle Drop Mass 
 without Cement 
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Figure 5.4-7 shows the cone bushing used to convert the relative placement of A11 mass 

on the tower into the exact location required for through bolts.  The male locator is installed in 

the modular mount egg crate. 

   

Figure 5.4-7a A11 Figure 5.4-7b A11 Figure 5.4-7c A11 
Female Bushing Male Bushing Back-Up Plate 

Figures 5.4-8 and 5.4-9 compare the suggested and manufactured rebar for the A11 mass 

based on design impact loads discussed in Section 4.2.3 and shared with the South Dakota 

School of Mines [67].  Fiber reinforced concrete, 34 MPa (5 ksi), was purchased for the A11 

mass and also used as filler for the A12 riser.  Eight layers of the rebar form shown were applied 

to the 762 mm (30 in) cavity depth of the mass.   

 

Figure 5.4-8 Design Sketch [54] 
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Figure 5.4-9 Actual Manufactured Rebar 

5.5 Locating Engineering 

Figures 5.5-1 and 5.5-2 show the track plate and sliding templates used to scribe the 

stretch formed bumper stock to fit the crash box.  It can also drill crash box holes for the bumper 

mount once the bumper is welded to the crash boxes.   

  

Figure 5.5-1 Scribe and Crash-Box Hole Locator Figure 5.5-2 Drill Holes 
 for Mount 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

TEST RESULT VERIFICATION 
 
 
6.1 Drop Tower Tool Proving 

6.1.1 Drop Tower Setup 

The first tool proving was carried out without the concrete in the drop mass because it 

was still drying.  The modular mounting assembly was fitted with an old style bumper which was 

to be dropped several times without the curing drop mass and from the four energy levels 

calculated in Section 3.2.  The aim of this tool proving was to testing the Sea Catch release 

system, rail bearing system, and data acquisition using the accelerometer, load cells, and high-

speed camera, with this lower mass of 254 kg (560 lbm).  Figure 6.1-1 shows the setup.   

 
Figure 6.1-1 Tool Proving Mount of 254 kg 

To reduce inertial forces in the sled condition, roller bearings were chosen originally for 

this dual-function fixture.  It was seen that the four roller-bearing locations, situated in a single 

plane about this modular mount, received torque loads.  Upon impact, play in the roller bearings 
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caused rocking to occur, which worsened as the system was raised to higher levels.  Even though 

a stiff aluminum plate was added between the crash boxes and load cells to act as a vehicle 

frame, the 10 kip (44.5 KN) load cells maxed out at the third (886 mm) height, and forces were 

not evenly distributed.  The higher loads were believed to be in part caused by damage tolerance 

(see Figure 6.1-2), which occurred during the eight drops.  Only one old-style bumper was used 

for this test in order to save the other bumpers for the vehicle mass tool proving, where each 

bumper would be dropped once.  New style bumpers were to be used for the fusion comparisons. 

 
Figure 6.1-2 Bumper Damage Collage (Eight Drops) 

The roller bearings were replaced with nylon linear bearings for the vehicle mass tool 

proving.  Based on FEM simulations and the low mass tool proving, four of the 10 kip (44.5 KN) 

load cells were required behind each crash box.  The load cells were placed in such a way as to 

have a corner of each load cell directly behind a portion of the crash box.  A wider mount 
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between the crash box and load cells was also needed.  The CATIA and FEM model estimated 

the engineering, mount system and drop mass at 1453 kg (3200 lbm).  Drop heights were 

modified using this weight to meet the defined energy targets.  The actual weight, taken from the 

Impact Dynamic Laboratory scales on test day, was recorded as 1444 kg (3180 lbm).  Two 38 

mm-thick steel plates were added to the drop tower floor.  These were to be used in a rebound 

design capable of catching the drop weight after one bounce and also verifying the floor loads, if 

enough load cells were available. The delta between floor loads and the load cells behind the 

engineering would verify the load absorbed by the bumper system.  One concept using rail road 

ties is shown in Figure 6.1-3.   A spring would pull stepped rail road ties between two steel 

plates, which sandwich load cell size spacers.  A laser sensor such as found in car door openers 

could be used to trip the spring.  Die springs could be adjusted to bottom out on the floor and trip 

the springs at the 93 kg (200 lbm) over weight value.  A spring loaded cam rotating in from the 

side was also investigated (Figure 6.1-4), but would be more expensive to make.   

  

Figure 6.1-3 Rail Road Tie Rebound Concept Figure 6.1-4 Rebound 
 Cam 

Figure 6.1-5 shows the drop tower setup for the full vehicle mass tool proving. The steel 

plates were painted white over orange to reduce glare and give a visual imprint of the bumper 

impacts.  Figures 6.1-6 to 6.1-8 show the progression of the impact on the plate.  Heights were 

verified with a tape measure as shown in Figure 6.1-9 to 6.1-11.   
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Figure 6.1-5 Vehicle Mass Tool Proving (20 km/hr Drop Height) 

             
Figure 6.1-6 Plate Mark Figure 6.1-7 Plate Mark Figure 6.1-8 Plate Mark 

 (5 kph) (10 kph) (15 & 20 kph) 
  

                     
 Figure 6.1-9 Height at 10 kph Figure 6.1-10 Height at 15 kph Figure 6.1-11 Height at 20 kph 
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A close-up of the mount, and load cells and accelerometer wiring is shown in Figure 6.1-12.  The 

load cell definition for data acquisition is shown in Figure 6.1-13.   

 
Figure 6.1-12 Load Cell Close Up and Wiring 

 
Figure 6.1-13 Load Cell ID for Data Acquisition 
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6.1.2 Drop Tower Test Data and Results 

Figures 6.1-14 to 6.1-17 measure the crown center from the crash box foot plane (floor) 

for each drop height and can be compared with the non-deformed bumper, which was measured 

to be about 7 in.  A visual comparison of this deformation by drop height is shown in Figures 

6.1-18 and 6.1-20. 

  
Figure 6.1-14 Deflection at 5 kph Figure 6.1-15 Deflection at 10 kph 

  
Figure 6.1-16 Deflection at 15 kph Figure 6.1-17 Deflection at 20 kph 
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Figure 6.1-18 Deflection Visual Comparison 

 
Figure 6.1-19 Visual Deflection Comparison (Paint Marks Seen) 

 
Figure 6.1-20 Deflection Visual Comparison 
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The data outputs included loads at each cell and acceleration near the left-and-right side 

bearings of the egg crate.  The data was recorded at 0.001 second intervals for this output as well 

as for the high-speed cameras.  The camera and data records were manually begun by two people 

in reaction to verbal start commands signaled by the Sea Catch operator.  As a result, the camera 

and data records began during the free fall but not at initial release of the mass.  Time was 

relative to the interval recorded so the calculated velocity from acceleration at impact was 

incremental or an accumulation value at less than the actual free-fall time.  White tape markers 

recording the distance from the cement floor were installed near the rails for each drop height.  

The spacing of these markers gave an average velocity calculated from the high-speed video.  As 

a result, the calculated speed attained at impact was compromised and not exact.  For complete 

process records during specimen testing, markers on the test fixture should be spaced closer 

together, and the operator for the data acquisition spread sheet should determine start times.   

At the lower drops, a 40 in (1016 mm) recoiling string pot can be installed on the impact 

plate and attached to the mass.  The string pot records the distance change relative to time for a 

velocity reading, but does not extend long enough for the highest drop required.  Figures 6.1-21 

to 6.1-26, shown in Appendix E, compare the force load plots (kips) for the left and right sides at 

the three lower-energy drop heights.  Figures 6.1-27 and 6.1-28 compare the force load plots 

(kips) for the left and right sides at the 21107 J (20 kph target energy) drop height.  It can be seen 

from the left and right drop cell plots that the Left Fwd OUTBD load cell (see previously shown 

Figure 6.1-13) did not record much load or a negative load.  The forces could have shifted from 

this load cell to the Left Rear OUTBD or Left Rear INBD load cells, or could be producing a 

small rotational moment as shown by the negative values.   
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Figure 6.1-27 Load Cell Forces, 20 kph (Right) 

 

Figure 6.1-28 Load Cell Forces, 20 kph (Left) 

The plate used to mount the crash box to the load cells is shown in Figure 6.1-29.  

Sixteen load cell bolt heads (ten black, six silver) and eight bolt holes for each crash box foot 

attachment are shown at the left and right sides of the plate.  The silver load-cell bolts were 

recessed into the plate to allow the crash box foot to rest on the plate.  A faint rectangular outline 

can be seen where the foot was located (note that AFT is equivalent to the term REAR.).   
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Figure 6.1-29 Mount between Engineering and Load Cells (seen from Engineering Side) 

During fabrication of this plate, the crash box foot pattern was offset from the desired 

centerline of plate.  Since the bumper geometry is symmetrical between the right and left sides 

and this offset is seen at the right side where the load cell recorded much higher loads, the offset 

was not considered the cause of this low loading record.  A more probable cause is that the 

attachment was either restricted or not in contact in some way.  One load cell had bad threads at 

the attachment on the egg crate side, and therefore, the bolt was left out.  The old-style bumpers 

also locate the crash boxes closer together than the actual bumpers used in specimen testing; 

therefore, only four bolts could be used, as shown in the Figure 6.1-29, to attach the crash box 

foot.  This removed bolt and the missing outboard crash box foot bolts are more likely the cause 

of a non-recorded load for the Left Fwd OUTBD load cell.   

Figure 6.1-30 to 6.1-35, shown in Appendix E, show the total force load plot and 

compare the left and right acceleration plots for the three lower-energy-drop heights.  Figures 

6.1-36 and 6.1-37 show the total force load plot and compare the left and right acceleration plots 

for the 21107 J (20 kph) energy drop height.   
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Figure 6.1-36 Total Force, 20 kph 

 
Figure 6.1-37 Accelerations, 20 kph 

A velocity plot was made by calculating the incremental acceleration at each .001 data 

step and adding the cumulative value until impact.  Assuming that the 1 G acceleration is 

constant until impact, the point of impact was determined in the output data file to be when the 
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negative acceleration begins to increase and approach zero.  When acceleration becomes zero, 

the velocity has reached its maximum downward speed for the system.  The G load goes up 

through part of the bounce as the system is opposing itself internally.  Eventually, the system 

reaches the apex of the bounce where acceleration is zero again and gravity causes another round 

of negative acceleration.  Figures 6.1-38 to 6.1-41 show the 20 kph drop velocity and 

acceleration at the time that acceleration goes to zero.   

  
Figure 6.1-38 Left G Acceleration Plot, Figure 6.1-39 Left Velocity (in/s) Plot, 

20 kph 20 kph 

  
Figure 6.1-40 Right G Acceleration Plot, Figure 6.1-41 Right Velocity (in/s) Plot, 

20 kph 20 kph 

As the left accelerometer goes to zero, the absolute velocity increases 9 in/s or 0.82 kph, 

and as the right accelerometer goes to zero, absolute velocity increases 8.7 in/s (0.8 kph).  The 

calculation for accumulated velocity from raw data of the egg-crate at impact is below the 
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theoretical calculated velocity and below the simulated velocity, since the raw data records were 

started after the mass was released.  To correct for this FEM data and the high speed video gave 

two approximation methods to calculate the maximum impact velocity.  The first method took 

209 in/s or 19.1 kph from the drop tower simulation in Section 4.2 and added the increase seen in 

the output data to give 218 in/s or 19.9 kph.  The second method calculated the average velocity 

over a 10.85 in (275.6 mm) distance shown on the high-speed camera between two tape strips.  

The time of 0.055 seconds gave 197.27 in/s or 18.04 kph.  For gravity the velocity change over 

.055 seconds would be 21.23 in/s or 1.94 kph.  Taking half the value change, added to the video 

average (19 kph) and adding the absolute velocity change the output data gives 217 in/s or 19.8 

kph.   Using similar methods, the velocities at each drop height were calculated.   The plots for 

velocity change after impact for the lower three energy drops are shown in Figures 6.1-42 to 6.1-

53, located in Appendix E.   

There were discrepancies between the left and right accelerometer magnitudes which 

varied between the two accelerometers but did not show a consistent trend to one side or the 

other.  A less than straight section between the first rail pin and the floor on the right side rail 

was noted by some observers.  The worst condition was seen in the 3.5 in (89 mm) or lowest 

drop values.  The velocity change at 4 in/s shown in plot 6.1-49 (Appendix E) is seen in the ½ G 

value of the acceleration in Figure 6.1-48 (Appendix E).  The higher acceleration values were 

used in the assessment table.  Assessing the function of the fixture to accomplish drop tower 

specimen testing, the total loads, accelerations, high-speed camera data, and calculated velocities 

are summarized from the tool proving plots in Table 6.1-1. 
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Table 6.1-1 Tool Proving Data Results 

Target Energy 
Speed 

Max Total 
Load 

Maximum 
Acceleration 

Velocity at 
Impact 

Non-Joggled Side   
Deflection 

5 kph 
(3.125 mph) 

79 KN 
(17.8 kip) 5.7 G 5.02 kph 10 mm 

(0.4 in) 

10 kph 
(6.25 mph) 

168 KN 
(37.7 kip) 14.1 G 10.4 – 10.5 

kph 
33 mm 
(1.3 in) 

15 kph 
(9.375 mph) 

213 KN 
(47.9 kip) 18.5 G 14.8 – 14.9 

kph 
66 mm 
(2.6 in) 

20 kph 
(12.5 mph) 

294 KN 
(66 kip) 28 G 19.8 - 19.9 kph 89 mm 

(3.5 in) 

 

6.2 Dynamic Sled Test 

Dynamic sled tool proving would demonstrate the ability to function under constant 

velocity impact conditions.  Testing was not obtainable in time for this paper.  Stress analysis, 

along with the drop tower tool proving, has given some confidence that the structure is capable 

of being used in the sled condition.   
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CHAPTER 6 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
6.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Design Conclusions 

Identifying the design constraints for fit, form and function helped determine the sled 

constraints as more critical to the design process.  Critical design issues were solved and a better 

design solution was found for both the drop tower and the sled test.  Weight restrictions were 

eliminated and WSU Impact Dynamic Laboratory structure was not altered by the use of the “A” 

frame located around the sled.  Common impact media, using the concrete-filled mass, and 

attaining the 5, 10, 15, and 20 kph energy values for both constant acceleration and constant 

velocity tests, provide an equal comparison between sled and drop tower data.  Maintaining the 

existing sled process avoided increased operator error.  Stress analysis predicted sufficient 

stiffness for drop tower buckling loads in the rail “C” channels at 28.5 KN (6.4 Kip) each and 

“A” frame sled condition strength to hold a static mass of 28.68 kg or take a force of 281.4 KN 

(63.24 Kip) by the center two rails.  

Considering that the fixture has a steel support column for each “C” channel rail and 

eight cross-member box beams with gussets holding the “A” frames together, the drop tower 

showed adequate buckling strength for static and impact loads.  Also, considering that there are 

two side rails in a short offset column condition for the sled attitude, the “A” frame FSW 

assembly showed adequate strength for sled downward loads and drop tower forward side loads.  

The drop tower simulation predicted a correct velocity of 19.1 kph at impact when compared 

with the high-speed video.  From drop tower fixture tool proving, it was shown that the drop 

tower can meet the desired sled energy target if the increase in velocity after impact is taken into 
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account at each speed.  The FEM simulation of the data specimen bumper showed visual 

similarities to the crush deflections of the old-style bumper used in tool proving.  The maximum 

simulation crush load of 294 KN on the bumper and crash box FSW zone in the FEM analysis 

was equal to the maximum load cell loads of 294 KN recorded behind the crash box on the old-

style bumper during tool proving.  The FEM simulation of the sled mode test was used to aid in 

concrete design by predicting the concrete stresses at impact to meet government standards.  The 

sled and drop tower equivalent energy simulations exhibited similar permanent deflections but 

were about 35% less than the tool-proving bumper.  Considering that the newer bumper design 

included an added flange support at the point of maximum deformation for the old tool proving 

bumper, this was not unexpected. 

7.1.2 Fabrication Conclusions 

The aggressive pin study indicated that if the weld zone under the nugget did not remain 

in the joined member and did not adequately join the cavity support, early failure can occur at the 

nugget.  Also, the more aggressive pin design had a smaller weld zone under the nugget.  The 

parameter study of the welded 6063-T6 extrusion material produced a 72.5% joint efficiency, 

which was comparable to published data.  This ensured a precipitate strengthened condition for 

the joint material properties.  However, a more extensive DOE for this CFSP project, using 

similar aggressive pin features, has shown higher strength results than other dissimilar friction 

stir welds found in published researched data [29, 45].  The welding distortion seen in the “A” 

frame was influenced by geometry and process issues.  Even with these process issues, the planar 

flatness of the structure was comparatively better than what was expected from fusion welding.  

Structural use of Friction Stir Welding is a viable method to reduce warping and improve 

property strength.  
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Study 

7.2.1 FEM Analysis 

The FEM bumper simulation needs to be updated to FSW parameters acquired in the 

DOE [29] and applied to bumper crash box welds to be tested using this fixture design.  Based 

on the failures seen in tool proving bumpers, the FEM analysis also needs to develop physical 

depiction of parent material separations or failures as well as weld material separations.  This 

will aid in a more accurate weld damage assessment once ruptures and free edges occur during 

impact. 

7.2.2 Tool Proving and Testing 

Tool proving for the horizontal sled testing condition needs to be performed.  The 

comparison of equal energy testing between the constant acceleration of the drop tower and the 

constant velocity of the sled impact should be investigated to determine the affect of the tower 

gravity on low speed testing data.  The use of the faster speeds and smaller masses based on 

WSU Impact Laboratory constraints should be investigated to see the effect that strain rate has 

on low-energy impact tests. 

7.2.3 FSW and Manufacturing 

The FSW pin tools and process could have been developed and applied to joining the 

gussets to the “A” frame and cross-member geometry.  This would have prevented warping 

caused by fusion welding.  As FSW becomes more popular, companies or individuals may have 

the desire to use fusion weld on top of FSW welding, or vice versa, for field repairs or for 

manufacturing reasons.  A study of these composite welds could be of interest to better 

understand the effect on weld strength and microstructure and to give guidance to those who may 

consider this approach. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROPERTY CURVES 
 

 

Figure 2.3-1a AA6063-T6 Work Hardening Curve, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 2.3-1b AA6063-T6 Work Hardening Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.3-2a AA6061-T6 Work Hardening Curve, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 2.3-2b AA6061-T6 Work Hardening Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.3-4a AA7075-T73 Work Hardening Curve, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 2.3-4b AA7075-T73 Work Hardening Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.3-5a AA7050-T7451 UTS Curve, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 2.3-5b AA7050-T7451 UTS Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 3.3-6a AA7050-T7451 Yield Curve, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 3.3-6b AA7050-T7451 Yield Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.4-1a A36 Density, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 2.4-2b A36 Dynamic Density, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.4-2a A36 Work Hardening Curve, SI Units [43] 

 

Figure 2.4-2b A36 Work Hardening Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.4-3 1522 Carbon Steel Compression Curve, US Units [43] 
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APPENDIX B 
 

CONCRETE AND REBAR TABLES 
 
 

Table 2.5-1 Standard Inch-Pound Reinforcing Bar Dimensions [53] 
 

 

Table 2.5-2 Standard Metric Reinforcing Bar Dimensions [53] 
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Table 2.5-4 Steel Wire and WWF Strength Properties [53] 
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APPENDIX C 

FSW REFERENCE MICROSTRUCTURE AND BOUNDING TABLES 

 

Figure 3.6-9 Optical Micro Structures from Published Data [59] 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

Table 3.6-2 6082 Bounding Data (SI Units) 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

Table 3.6-3 6082 Bounding Data (English Units) 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

Table 3.6-4 6063 Bounding Tensile Coupon Data 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 

Table 3.6-5 6063 Bounding Tensile Coupon Data 
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 FEM FIGURES 

 

Figure 4.2-4 Velocity (in/s) at Impact = 19.16 kph 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-5 Displacement at Impact, 57 in = 1448 mm 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-6 Deformation at Zero Velocity Impact 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-17 Plastic Strain Rate Comparison, Impact Time #1 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-18 Plastic Strain Rate Comparison, Impact Time #2 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-19 Plastic Strain Rate Comparison, Impact Time #3 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-20 Plastic Strain Rate Comparison, Impact Time #4  
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-21 Plastic Strain Rate Comparison, 0 Velocity 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

 

Figure 4.2-22 Plastic Strain Rate Comparison, Impact, Rebound 
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APPENDIX E 

 TOOL PROVING PLOTS 

 

Figure 6.1-21 Load Cell Forces, 5 kph (Right) 

 

Figure 6.1-22 Load Cell Forces, 5 kph (Left), Higher Load at Rear INBD 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

 

Figure 6.1-23 Load Cell Forces, 10 kph (Right) 

 

Figure 6.1-24 Load Cell Forces, 10 kph (Left), Higher Load at Rear INBD 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

 

Figure 6.1-25 Load Cell Forces, 15 kph (Right) 

 

Figure 6.1-26 Load Cell Forces, 15 kph (Left), Higher Load at Rear OUTBD 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

 

Figure 6.1-30 total Force, 5 kph 

 

Figure 6.1-31 Accelerations, 5 kph 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

 

Figure 6.1-32 Total Force, 10 kph 

 

Figure 6.1-33 Accelerations, 10 kph 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

 

Figure 6.1-34 Total Force, 15 kph 

 

Figure 6.1-35 Accelerations, 15 kph 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

    

Figure 6.1-42 Left G Acceleration Plot, 15 kph   Figure 6.1-43 Left Velocity (in/s) Plot, 15 kph 

    

Figure 6.1-44 Right G Acceleration Plot, 15 kph  Figure 6.1-45 Right Velocity (in/s) Plot, 15 kph 

   

Figure 6.1-46 Left G Acceleration Plot, 10 kph   Figure 6.1-47 Left Velocity (in/s) Plot, 10 kph 
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APPENDIX E (continued) 

      

Figure 6.1-48 Right G Acceleration Plot, 10 kph  Figure 6.1-49 Right Velocity (in/s) Plot, 10 kph 

    

Figure 6.1-50 Left G Acceleration Plot, 5 kph    Figure 6.1-51 Left Velocity (in/s) Plot, 5 kph 

   

Figure 6.1-52 Right G Acceleration Plot, 5 kph   Figure 6.1-53 Right Velocity (in/s) Plot, 5 kph 
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